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Youngest anbu naruto fanfiction

Through your/coffee cup on Reddit.A while I came to this list ago, I inspired me to make my own. Please remember that despite my best efforts, this list is nothing more than a documentation of my personal preferences and the position of specific fics, whether within their genre or between the Gold and Silver lists, really
means less than nothing. You can see my criteria for ratingsfics at the bottom of this document. For fics which are very popular, but not my personal cup of tea, see the Silver Standard section near the bottom of the list. Anyone is welcome to send me recommendations! My Reddit handle is u/coffee mugger – feel free to
DM me or just ping me somewhere on r/narutofanfiction. I've listed a lot of fics here, so for every category the fic I consider to be the overall 'best' is written in gold. In each category, fics are listed (roughly) in order of quality. Again, your mileage can vary. Massive so. Special mention goes to the authors who wrote two or
more fics on this list, here in no specific order: Eilyfe, Salie Thrasher, Silver Queen, esama, blackkat, Tozette, Lucillia, ProfessorPalmarosa, Hiiraeth (V_eritas), elumish and mapplep. Note (from 28/4/19): This list has started a humble 10 pages, but now brings 17. I feel that it is no longer accurate to call it the gold
standard, but instead it now looks like a highly recommended list. In each category, the fics are listed roughly in quality order, although it is very subjective. If there is enough interest, I can do a complete refurbance of the order, creating a gold standard section and a non-gold standard-but-still-good section. Note
terminology (from 11/5/19): Only if it is confusing: The For Will of a Nail and AU sections are subsections of the Genfics section. There are AU fics and for the will of a nail fics listed in other sections (such as RED in Tragedy/Melancholy). All fics in Genfics are either AU or FWoaN, but not all AU/FWoaN fics are in
Genfics. Make sense?... this explanation probably only confused you even more tbh. Content: Genfics: Fics who follow the story of the protagonist as they grow. Most commonly, their center around Team 7, and chapter 1 roughly corresponds to episode 1 of cannon. I sorted them into three categories – For Want of a
Nail Fics, AUs and speculative fanfiction. For Wil of a nail: A slight change to cannon was initially made by the author, who developed increasing effects on the plot as the story. Also known as a Butterfly Effect fic. Named by the community after this famous poem. One Eye, Full of Wisdom by MrBright01
[abandoned]Kakashi survived his losses in spirit as well as in the body, and after learning both wisdom and intellect from his experiences, he now seeks to pass those qualities on his students. Story emphasis is on tactical fighting, thought games, adventure, and the off and bolt of humor. GenFic, no story steals OC's or
creepy romance between children. Current Arc: Jashin needs you. If the Advertise, you can expect fun mind games and wrecked tactics. The fic takes an unusual route plot-wise, and manages character interactions that create unusual, realistic, and an absolute joy to read. It also has one of my favorite interpretations of
the Konoha Beloved Arc, and Gaara in general. As of 26/5/19, MrBright01 has just announced his abolition of the fic. RIP One eye, full of wisdom. You will be missed. Naruto: Myoushuu no Fuuin by May Wren [ABANDONED]A seal has managed to defeat the Kyuubi no Kitsune and be in prison, the strongest demon to
ever exist. It was just ink on paper-or-a stomach, as the case could be—and it kept so much power... 'Yes,' Naruto decided 'I've got to get me from it.'Which Naruto is a sealing. I love the character interactions in this one, especially within Team 7. My only complaint is that some drama about Naruto's questionable past
feels a tad forced. In addition, the intelligent, creative and rational ways in which the author solves characters problems, a joy to read. Why we build the wall through Discentter [Continued]a Kiri nin gets trapped in a cave with a Konoha nin near Kannabi bridge. Some things are inevitable. Or the AU where Kakashi was
born in Kiri, but still somehow ends as a team of sevens teacher. A dark-ish AU where Kakashi is a Kiri nine who defected to Konoha after helping Rin when she was abducted. It's quite dark, and the prose is excellent, with a strange poetic quality to it. Here's an excerpt: He told them about bloodline cleansing, and secret
police, and always, always to watch your back. He taught them about words that swung like knives, and secrets bruised like treasure, and the sheer honest freedom found in the battle, even when everything else was in the fog of deceit. He wondered if they were perceptionus enough to make the connection, to realize
that none of it was true only from Kiri.He spoke to them about the cool fresh fog on the air at dawn, and the sunlight shines off the channels and the sword dances in the town square at midwinter. He told them that it was possible to both love a thing and fear it, to take care of it and betray it completely. He wasn't sure how
much they understood, but he hoped they would at least remember. That when they really needed it, the knowledge there would be. Dirty and Ashes, or: The One-and-a-half Body Problem by Tozette [COMPLETE]The invasion of Konoha during the chuunin examination failed. Team seven were broken, people were



killed, and Sakura was hurt and scared and a very long way from home. Alternative summary: In which Sakura carries half of Hidan across two countries leaves a trace of blood, bodies and other people's legs. I can't believe I've forgotten to include Dirty and As before now! It's a surprising creative fic, which opens up an
almost unique premises and not lose momentum from there. Dirty and Ashes easily have the best characterization of Hidan I've ever read, building him as a three-dimensional character that has so much more YES VIOLENCE, but also keeps him faithful to his cannon itself. The Sakura-Hidan dynamic is also gold. One
Small Kindness by DigitalTart [COMPLETE]Uchiha Mikoto takes the hand of an outspoken child, and with it rewrites the fate of her clan. AU. * SEQUEL UP * This story is Mikoto-centric, not Naruto centric, and follows Mikoto's efforts to stop the Uchiha massacre. It had a nice mix of politics and action, and flesh out what
was a very small character in cannon. It also has some cool and creative uses of established forces (a Hyuga surgeon using their Byakugan for exact diagnoses? Awesome!) His successor, Daybreak: Part I (also completed) is more of a genedic, following Naruto and Sasuke as genin to the events of One Small
Kindness. It was originally intended to be a trilogy, but unfortunately the author confirmed that Daybreak: Part II will not be written. The way of the apartment manager by Elizabeth Culmer [COMPLETE]Ayakawa Yukiko has retired from a ninja, and she comes to terms with it. Then the Third Hockey sues her for an
assignment that will change her life. AU story, set six years premanga. COMPLETE This fic is unusual in many ways. First, the protagonist is an OC, but not a self-insert. Second, his middle-aged. Third, she is completely unremarkable as a ninja, and remains so as the story progresses. The premise is that the
protagonist is a retired genin and the manager of the apartment block in which a six-year-old Naruto lives, and if she testifies how alone he really is, she binds with and teaches him, This fic probably has my favorite depiction of pre-Academy Naruto, and is overflowing with heartfelt moments. Has a successor, The
Guardian despite herself, in which the protagonist also semi-accepted Sasuke after the massacre. What you kneel through AgentMalkere [Continued]It starts, as most things did in Kakashi's life, went wrong with a mission. (In which Kakashi accidentally obtains an emotionally healthy handling technique.) The nail here?
Kakashi takes bowls as a hobby, and if a side effect ends up being a fairly well-adapted person dealing with his personal traumas. Really, the only thing I can say about this fic is that I have a big, goofy smile on my face all the time I've read it. It's a completely shameless fix-it fic, and I love it. Currently just finished
Golf.How to make a team through Pleasedial123 [SERIES, continuing] Another Team Seven, in which Kakashi becomes a teacher and everything changes. Being Over-Prepared is impossible (and other mottos) [COMPLETE]In one world, Kakashi awake, feel grieved by the fact that allocation of a team in which he sees
his own in, and he lets sadness make him a lazy teacher. He saw himself in Sasuke, Obito in Naruto and Rin in Sakura. He woke up, saw himself in them and took a big step back and regretted accepting them as his new team. In another was he very hands down, simply a guard, because it was so very painful to watch.
He has himself and all his mistakes in this new new of his. In this world, Kakashi woke up, saw the similarities and immediately panicked. He suddenly realized what he did, passing a team. Kakashi was left not to repeat old mistakes and regrets. This team will not suffer the fate of his team. In this world, simply put,
Kakashi became a teacher. This is the beginning of a new Team seven. Survival is the same thing as winning [COMPLETE] A new team Seven enters the chunin exam and all the disasters it has been fulfilled. And they may be stronger and better than ever before, but like most stories; the stronger you become, the
harder the challenges you rise to meet. Team Seven is going to survive the chunin exams and it's better than winning in Kakashi's book. I love building Naruto, Sakura and Sasuke as ninja in this fic. It takes their powersets in unusual directions, which is a breath of fresh air in a somewhat overdone genre. I also really
enjoy the interactions between Team 7. Using tools to characterize Sasuke, in particular, stuck with me. Like many fics, this fic offers a slightly darker picture of Konoha, but not so much that it is striking. Overall, an excellent example of one of my favorite genres (Kakashi is a good teacher and Team 7 becomes strong
and cohesive). Worm Charming by GremlinSR [CONTINUE]After Minato's death, Shikaku was pushed into a position he never expected and certainly never wanted. It is not long before he discovered a myriad of corruption and sabotage that threatened the foundation of the town he swore to protect. Using every ounce of
his famous Nara intellect and nudged, Shikaku struggles to surpass outside hidden enemies in order to keep his town and family safe. Or: A for want of a nail story in which Nara Shikaku becomes Hokage after Minato's death and promptly turns everything on his head. Worm Charming is a Shikaku-centric political drama
with a focus on Danzo and Root. Many fics portray Danzo as either an unarrestabital god protected by plot weapons or someone who can be killed with a leap of the fingers and no fallout. I appreciate how Wurm Charming hits a fair balance, where Danzo can be handled, but not without months of hard work and heavy
consequences. Worm Charmante has strong ECDs and heavily used some small cannon characters like Fugaku. Six-year-old Itachi is also cute. It is well written with endearing plot, solid characters, a light stripe of humour and great emotional beatings. Estimated truths by reckless writer [Continuing]What are you
saying? Kakashi claims, distress turns his tone hard. That you don't know when he'll wake up? I say I don't know if he wants to. When Itachi used the Tsukuyomi on his brother that day in the hallway, he misquakes. In the aftermath, Sakura and Naruto struggle with what it means to be a team and Kakashi sits at the bed
of a boy who will never wake up. A single misstp, and everything changed. This his strength is easily his characterwork, although with his side Short length (so far), it doesn't have much of a chance to display smart long-term writing or character scenes. The pub scene between Naruto and Tsunade was simply brilliant.
The fic opens right after the encounter between Sasuke and Itachi in the hotel, with the nail that Tsunade can't wake Sasuke out of his coma. The fic shows strong potential for a long-term conspiracy, which has started picking up in pace in the last few chapters. In finding that the author has released 11 chapters in 6
months, I look forward to its future development. Rebirth by Hiiraeth (V_eritas) [SERIES; COMPLETE?] AU Where Nohara Rin survives is made in a jinchuuriki and team Minato changes the world. Eventually, KakaRin, with elements of KakaObiRin.Rin always knew her life was dangerous, but she still thought she would
live past thirteen. In this world she does. Rin struggles with a new identity, Kakashi finds unexpected reasons to live, and Minato chooses his family about everything. Far away, underground, a young boy wakes up with no idea of who he is... Canon-diverse AU. Jinchuuriki! Rinse. Slowburn KakaRin.With Minato gone and
Kushina's fate still uncertain, Kakashi and Rin navigate new responsibilities in the form of a toddler jinchuuriki who has no one else to depend on, disturbing new forces and ultimately, the quest to bring Senju Tsunade home. [Rebirth verse, age 18-19] A series connected one-shot set in the Rebirth verse, Where Rin does
not die, obito is brainwashed, and Kushina survives Kyuubi.The second one of Hiiraeth's fics to appear on this list (the first is Awkward Lies the Head), Rebirth is an incredible exploration of the Naruto world and the people in it, sweetened by a solid complot and intense action scenes. I really like this fic's Tsunade.
Rebirth's one that fails in my view is that despite being probably completed, there are certain major plot elements that are never tied up. For those who wonder about Regeneration's completion status, the author lists it as incomplete, but has explicitly said their intention not to write any further successors, so... \_((()_/
Thanks to your/BalkinBalkans for the rec! Childhood by Taivasalla [COMPLETE]Sarutobi said ANBU was no place for a child, but a brotherhood of killers is more of a family than Naruto ever had. Now, with war threatening and intravillage tensions are threatening its fragile world, even it can't last. Not super!
Naruto.Childhood is not Naruto-centric, or even really about Naruto. This is more the story of ANBU Squad 14, consisting of Raidou, Genma, Hayate, Tenzou and Kakashi, and their efforts to survive political operations much larger than they are. The relationship between Raidou and Naruto is heartbreaking, and the
exploration of Konoha's political systems and schemes was interesting. The end was rushed to my opinion, but this is my only major criticism of otherwise fine fic. Thank you/ Balk bar for recommendation! Chained to the Magma Pit by Intent_To_Stay [Continue]As a child, child, dealt with anger the best way he could - via
revenge, screaming in pillows, and picking battles he couldn't win. Meet the Nine Tail Fox sets a new option for fun therapy. AKA the fic where Naruto met the Nine Tails early and they can communicate - they just have nothing nice to say to each other. Essentially what the summary says: a pre-genin Naruto who
struggles with anger issues, and is able to talk to a definitely unfriendly Kurama. At only 5 chapters, the fic is quite short so far, but has already offered creative and quality characterisation of Iruka and Hinata, and their relationships with Naruto. I appreciate that the author took the courage to write Iruka and Naruto as
initially not the same connection they did in canon because it's one relationship that almost never changed in fanfiction.experience sends tremendous accounts by Prinzenhasserin [SERIES,] leaving?] Hatake Kakashi was born in Uzushio refugees. It changed things.running on empty [ONESHOT]Uzushiogakure was
destroyed as the opening act of the Second Shinobi War as a move against Konoha. Some of the surviving citizens seek refuge in its biggest ally, and while the town fits the whirlpool as a symbol, the people somehow fall through cracks. Hatake Kakashi was born to Uzushio natives, and sometimes he doesn't even feel
the weight of a devastated town behind him.taking your time [MULTICHAPTER, COMPLETE]Hatake Kakashi has been through too many back-to-back missions lately, and while he is unable to escape, the Hockage knows him an genin team. To continue his legacy, apparently, as if teaching numerous generations of
Anbu was not legacy enough. It is a Kakashi-centric series after its efforts to keep Team 7 alive, entirely holy. Running on empty is a short one-hunt that shows his parents reaching Konoha and giving birth to him, taking your time is where the true meat of the story is. While technically the nail of the story is what if
Kakashi was born to Uzushio refugees?, in my view the real nail that has a much greater effect on the story is what if Kakashi retains his status as ANBU commander after he team 7? The secrets and subterfuge is very fun, and every Kakashi-Tenzo interaction is hilarious.from the corner of your eye by chadsuke
[Continued]When a misunderstanding asks Sasuke to take a deeper engagement in growing his teammates, no one is very prepared for the way things... Change. Especially Sasuke.The question is - is it for the better? [A slow fire rewrite Naruto.] [Current Arc: Faces in the Mirror] Although this fic's nail is that Sasuke
believes that Naruto deliberately gained him from the Academy, and therefore that Naruto has a loved one on him, this fic is not a comedy or a romance. In fact, the loved ones disappear largely from the story after it triggers Sasuke to notice his teammates, who are the real great is what this fic uses. From the corner of
your eye has the lightest tone of the Team 7 aimed at this list. Bonus points for each member of Team 7 who are cute and given strong character development. I especially like the author's taking of Naruto, they catch his character very well in Naruto-POV scenes. Bonus points for using Karin as a great character as she
completely disposes of her loved ones on Sasuke. Minus points for some game/grammar issues. About Face by wroth_and_ruin [abandoned]A little yellow hair boy saves Sakura from the bullies. And everything changes. Update sporadies. Kid Naruto and Sakura as best friends are unsuppressively cute. It's largely a fix-it
fic, and seeing child Naruto get the friendship he deserves, Mizuki gets his compropance and Sasuke gets the emotional support he needs after the Massacre is unashamedly nice to read. The fic is pleasantly slow, winding through the Academy years rather than hitting straight to graduation like too many fics. Thank you
/dheeval for the rec! Reversal of roles by Ranowa Hikura [COMPLETE]Obito did not push Kakashi out of the way during the battle at Kannabi Bridge. This one change ultimately leads to Godaime Naruto being returned on time with the leader of the Akatsuki Kakashi. They come on the day of Naruto's Academy
graduation ceremony, and Naruto needs to work with the man he hates most to stop war happening. Time travel, AU, Kakanaru friendship. A fun fic that really shines in his action scenes. The author is adept by inventing jutsu, like other variants of a perfect Rasengan. Most fics fall into one of two categories regarding
fighting scenes – either they go by rule of cool, like the original cannon, or they sometimes use sometimes-confusing strategic battles. The author manages to balance it with creative, tactical battles that also feel impeccably bad and real like Naruto. While the alternative original timeline is offscreened, the flashbacks and
references we've shown also feel like Naruto canon. Minor complaint to the author's use of one of the shrinking Naruto fans, the Hatake white chakra (???). Also some asspulses here and there, which prevents the fic being ranked higher. Symbiosis by Emmar [COMPLETE]Shinobi seems to nurture this bizarre
impression that civilians somehow... Soft. Sakura aims to absolve them from this idea. (The one where Sakura is a daughter's daughter, and knows better than most of the value of hard work and, more importantly, the importance of co-existence within an ecosystem.) Symbiosis is a short, cut-of-life-ey fic over an
alternative Sakura. It's pretty healthy and funny. The plot mostly follows cannon, but takes a rear sitting at character writing and fun scenes – if you're in the market for a plot-focused story, symbiosis isn't for you. Symbioses are just a nice light reading to put a smile on your face. Thank you to your /aMiserable_creature
for the rec! Story of the Set Sun by PK Samurai Naruto was born with hair as red as his mother's, but with a face and intellect that his father, the Fourth Hockey. Will the revolution he brings to be the world's deliverance or destruction? The 'nail' in this fic is pretty generic: Naruto is a genius. However, the author succeeds
in making the whole fic ermahgerd look at how badass Naruto is!! 1!!! 111. I especially like their depiction of Naruto as a young child. The first chapter, where Naruto realizes that (a) he was hated, and (b) he did nothing to earn their hatred, is heartbreaking to read.the pretty one by theformerone [ONESHOT] Kakashi is
perhaps ten seconds too late to redirect the assassination techniques. Sakura jumps between them because those who leave their comrades are worse than scum. Despite the unpleasant nail of this fic, it's actually a surprisingly healthy look at how Team 7's tapes become stronger because of Sakura's injuries. Apart
from the highly creative and unusual premise, there is no one specific aspect of this fic that stands out above the rest – it only has consistently excellent writing, strong characterization, a surprising amount of world building for a one-heap, and smooth pacing.as you can't hold on, sticking through Fiercest [Continued]
Sakura always wish she could relate to her teammates better. She wished she could take it back. In which Sasuke acquires some unwanted roommates and a team becomes a family. In which Sakura's parents die during the Konoha loved one, she has to deal with the issues arising from it. I mostly like this fic for his
realistic representation of Sakura's character. Angry Sakura is as traumatised and affected by her parents' death as you would expect from a 12-year-old who walked home to see their dead corpses. The relationships between all Team 7, including Kakashi, are also very well done. Dreams abandoned, promises held by
Gigabomb [ONESHOT]AU, Naruto, Tayuya. Naruto follows Sasuke to Sound Village in an attempt to keep his promise to Sakura. Why he's glad there's another reason altogea. I never thought I would read a Naruto defect-with-Sasuke fic that I actually enjoyed, but here we are. I like this fic for its creativity, and his
realistic character and plot development. The end is definitely the strongest part of the fic, although I won't spoil it. There is no romance, but the fic mostly centers around Naruto's friendship with Tayuya, and to a lesser extent, the rest of the Sound Four.The End of the Uchiha by RowlettLebian [continues]I promise, little
electric spirit of this temple, he whispered into the soft dirt and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft dirt and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and
fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered to the soft filth and falling leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft filth and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispers in the soft filth
and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, whispered in the soft dirt and fall leaves, I'll never get the eyes, , I will never get the eyes I will never pass them by. And I'll make sure the eyes in my brother end, so that they may not hurt any more. I'll be the last Uchiha, and see after the end of the Copy-Wheel Clan. Then all the
hatred can stop here, and my family can rest peacefully peacefully. I promise, little Sasuke is more than his brother thinks he is. He's been more than any Uchiha ever. He will kill his brother, but it won't take revenge. It will you ever wanted to read about a friendly Sasuke, who lives in a half devastated house
overwhelmed by nature, and what spends all his spit time working in his homemade forgive? No? Well, too bad, because I'm this fic anyway. The fic seems to follow cannon and has just finished the Clock Test – I assist that the Gulf arc is on next. Bonus points for gamechild blacksmith Sasuke. Bonus points for cute
emerging NaruSasu romance. Minus points up for a rather disturbing scene early on that really didn't need so much detail. Red eyes in the dark by Mysana [CONTINUING]There is something wrong with Naruto Uzumaki. In which Naruto is far, far more influenced by Kurama than in cannon. Despite his cruelty and
murderous tendencies, he passes somewhat conquered his burden and forms a touching friendship with Sakura. The fic is Sakura centric. It gets slightly weaker in one of the more recent chapters, but then picks up again. I like this fic's unique interpretation of a cateched! Naruto. Most writers either go for a Naruto
completely in charge, or possess a Naruto completely. This Naruto is clearly very strongly influenced by Kurama, which makes it feel very deserved every time his character develops and he succeeds in forgnaning real forgive, human relationships. Loyalty by True Radical Dreamer [Continued] Blind loyalty is simple. The
problem just starts when the world opens your eyes. Sakura centric, AU, pre-timeship. A very interesting nail, in which Kabuto holds pre-timeship Sakura's lives hostage to force her to a spy for Orochimaru. The fic mainly centers around the nature of loyalty, and how far anyone can be expected to go for their town. It is
well written with a smart premises. The plot is unique, creative and interesting, to put characters in unusual situations to see how they would react. Are you ready? [CONTINUED] AU. Sakura gives up with Kakashi as a teacher after Team 7 falls apart. Too bad fate, enemy ninja, and sheer bad luck has other plans.
Sakura centric. As one of the odd premises on the list, shortly after the end of Part 1 of the cannon, ANBU Kakashi and Timeskip-Kakashi exchange sites. ANBU Kakashi was horrified by the lax education of his older counterpart, while Sakura - who is understandably furious at how Part 1 Kakashi treated her - reluctantly
follows orders to spend time with her former sensor to see if it triggers his missing memories. A kakashi train team 7 well and they are strong fic, except that Team 7 is Sakura and Ino, and none of them really trust their teacher at first. The fic is golden standard because Sakura and Ino's friendship are cute, and the clan
politics is a nice touch. It is very low within the gold standard list due to a small amount of malfunction (Ino was actually the Rookie of the Year, but was not given the title as pOLItIcS), and... not real Asuma bashing, but it is a close thing. Universe. Multiple changes are made to the Narutoverse.Shinobi: Team 7 by
Gallyrat Gallyrat A saying, among the men and women of the Land of Fire: You can be a hero, or you can be a Shinobi. There is a response, among the men and wife of Team 7: Fuck it. AU. Absolutely beautiful world building, both regarding the changes to the canon (Hiruzen is the 8th Hokage is just the beginning of it).
The dynamic between Team 7 is especially fun. This fic also has one of my favorite interpretations of possession! Naruto, and I'm a sucker for how each chapter starts with a 'quote' from a random character. Chiaroscuro by boomvoomshroom [conTINUING]They say the only thing to fear is fear itself. That, and a
motivated Nara. Shikamaru was born with his father's intelligence and his mother's work ethic. The world is turned sideways. Team 7 consists of Shikamaru, Naruto, Ino and Kakashi. It starts very light-hearted, and the earlier chapters have top-grade comedy. The tone of the fic gradually becomes darker than Shikamaru
himself becomes undetectively involved in the political operations behind the hidden leaf. Yay for politics and world building! Yay for excellent building battle scenes! Yay for a collaborative plot! Yay for well written prose! Chiaroscuro is a strange fic – in my experience, people either think that Chiaroscuro is the best fic
they've ever read, or they give it a better-than-average-but-kind-of-mediocre 6/10. Chiaroscuro is my personal favorite Naruto fic, but I can't in good faith give it the AU gold when Shinobi: Team 7 has a consistently better reception from the community. My one complaint with that is that the characters are great for a
standalone story, but often carry little resemdual with their canon itself. Crying out to you/Shr3ck3d for pointing out that I misclassified Chiaroscuro as a for a nail for a full year! Team 7's ascension: Blood wings by Eilyfe [COMPLETE]In unity lie strength; each leaf is important whether the beauty of the tree is lost.
However, some ties are hard to forgive and even harder to keep. The tide of blood approaches, drums thunder, and three Genin stand high as the world spirals into madness. [AU] A dark AU. The majority of the fic follows the Gulf arc and the Chunin exams arch, although major changes are made, but massively deviate
from cannon once it reaches the Konoha beloved arc. It has a successor, Team 7's successor: Lines in the Sand [COMPLETE] which is good, but not good enough to make the Gold Standard list. I like using strategy in this fic, as well as the way the author manages a darker Narutoverse. Some authors use darkness
and character death as a crutch for real emotion (*coughtheWavesArisencough*), but it's not one of them. Fire forged by OmgImPwned [ABANDONED?] In a world where modern physics and chakra seem to be incompatible, fifteen-year-old Haruno Sakura graduated as a first-degree gende in the year's highest
academic scores and is in a world more and much less nice than she would have initially thought. AU. Volume one of a planned trilogy. trilogy. 8, Imitation 1.Stunning world building, similar to Shinobi: Team 7 in the scale and style of its changes to the Narutoversis. Unfortunately, this absolute gem of a fic does not
progress much beyond the clock test, but the 8 chapters that consist only radiate potential of each word. A very unfortunate absence, and I strongly recommend reading the 8 chapters that exist. Like very excellent AUs, In Fire Forged has a darker take on the Narutoverse, and just generally makes the whole universe
feel incredibly alive. It also has great characterization – the author makes the unusual but well-performed decision of using fem! Sasuke to completely change the dynamics between Team 7.The Howling Winde by JMenace [abandoned] Naruto's chakra is confused at birth. Instead of strengthening his body and mind, it
scares and weeps like wind through its coils. Stitching into a war of ruthless shinobi and roaming Bijuu, he will need the decision to fight through his greatest weakness and survive or, the determination to make it his greatest power and victory. (Lovecraftian Au) JMenace is not a joke when they say Lovecraftian AU. The
Crying Winds, in my opinion, is second only for He has no fingers, and maybe also Shinobi: Team 7, when it comes to depicting tail animals as Eldritch horrors. What makes The Howling Winds excellent is the absolutely beautiful world building. Chakra, lore, environment, history, culture, politics - The Zoned Winds have
it all. Like any golden-standard genfic, it also has great characterization and a solid plot. (As a side note, it is officially titled THW instead of The Howling Winds. This caused it through Google to find an exercise in pain.) Dance of the Dog God by Tartarun [Continued]Kakashi loves Konoha a little less and his father a little
more. What happens next changes the face of history. But Team 7's fate years later is still wrapped up with the silver hair man's and a wrapped dance start. The great AU here is that Team 7 consists of Naruto, Sakura, Sasuke and Obito (which, along with Rin, is alive). Kakashi sacrificed himself for Obito at Kannabi
Bridge, and had been dead for years. Despite the seemingly fix-it AU, Dancing of the Dog God is definitely darker than cannon, but not as dark as many fics on this list. Dance of the Dog God is a mystery thriller, in which Naruto, Sakura and Sasuke must navigate a world of politics, perves, betrayal and mysteries both
within Konohah and out of it. Constantly manipulating them, and world events, is a mysterious and powerful ninja that calls himself Firudo. Whether Firudo Kakashi or Sakumo is, and what his motives are, is the central mystery of the story. Team 7's work is made much harder because, if they try to examine Firudo, they
should also build the complicated web of plowing building by Akatsuki, all the towns, and Konoha.The skilled mysterious writing is Dance of Dog God's most important strength, as well as strong action scenes. There is one scene nearby the end of the Uzushio bow that goes from realistically dark to ties, but the writer
realizes his mistake and the problem doesn't happen again. The pre-planning is also impressive, with clear foreshadow and very few pilgholes. A political perspective by VJ Riddle [CONTINUED]Hatake Kakashi was a shinobi, and as a shinobi, the only people who could give him orders were his military rivals. The idea
that a Council consisted of civilians and peers was under the impression that they could give him orders... dissatisfied him. Or: He was ordered to pass Team 7. He was good at it until they actually passed by. Please don't look past this fic just because it calls a civilian council in the summary! A political perspective is, like
Team 7's Ascension and Team 7: Shinobi at War, a retelling of Team 7's journey, but in a darker and more politically-minded Narutoverse. Something I like about this fic is that there are actually consequences for characters' actions (e.g. A member of team 7 to get a permanent facial scar). The writing and relationships
between Team 7 are all done excellently. Sharingan Rising by weialala [Continued]In Good Company [COMPLETE]It will sound a little ridiculous, no matter how Sasuke phrases it. I see dead people are easefully tacky, and I'm half-spirit looks like something Sakura can say when she stoned air high. So he settled for a
shrub. First, there was ice, frost and fog, says Sasuke. Above, a cold gap. Below, a fire. And in between, a demon. The Sharingan Rising series is a sweeping sasuke-centric AU that absolutely excels in its world building. I find that In Good Company opens up to Sasuke's willing return to Konoha, but get off to a
surprisingly poor start, as the reader given little context for the world they showed - how old are the characters? Where in the timeline does this fic distraction from cannon? What is the relationship between Sasuke and Naruto? How long is Sasuke back in Konoha? However, I strongly, strongly recommended by the first
few chapters, such as when it hits its stride, it is one of the best AU fics out there. Weialala offers the reader with a large continent filled with rich cultures, languages and religions. Sharingan Rising offers a much more formalized military than most fanfictions, full of protocols, commanders and salutes. For those who
enjoy reading about Konoha as a military force in the first place, this fic is for you. ANBU Legacy by Ki (ninjaeyecandy), DK (saudi lengthside), Nezu (nezumiko), Aubrey (aubreyli), GM (gunmetal blue), and Zuul (iamtehzuul) [SERIES; CONTINUING]ANBU Legacy is a joint serial novel based on the world of Naruto by
Masashi Kishimoto. It follows an alternative timeline, taking place in a Konoha where the Yondaime defeated the Kyuubi — and lived. Set about four years after that event, Legacy was focused on the young men and women of ANBU, who took the vow to defending and town at all costs. The authors of ANBU Legacy, for
some reason, decided not to list their fic on either FFN or AO3, but rather to present it on their own website. At 1.1 million words and counting, ANBU Legacy unleashed In The Blood for the title of longest entry on the list. The good: the fic is released in PDF form, formally formatted exactly like a real novel. It surprised me
how much I appreciated it. The two OC cast members are well written and well developed. The overall writing is of a consistently high quality, surprisingly so for a series with so many writers. I love the world building of ANBU as a military branch complete with requisition forms, leave, officials' training courses and
paperwork to be done in triplicate. The storyline is good fun. The bad: The pace is glacier. Through my rough spiritual calculations, despite the series being more than a million words, just around 3 months have passed in-universe - although I confess I haven't read the uncontempted chapters yet. All the 5-person head
cast is LGBT, and while I have no problem with LGBT representation in fics, it's just as statistically unlikely that it breaks my suspension of disbelief. I think Kakashi is made somewhat dirty by the writers, but it can only be my bias. There is a very long and rather happiness sex scene very early in the fic that I recommend
hitting. One hundred days by Aaron Nowack [COMPLETE]Naruto leaves on his three-year training journey, and Sakura begins the battle to improve herself. How much will they change when they meet again in one hundred days? Don't be put off by the mediocre summary, One hundred days is a fic that starts well and
quickly becomes extraordinary. This follows the parallel stories of Naruto and Jiraiya trying to resolve Naruto's seal while staying one step in front of Akatsuki, and Sakura's journey through the following Chunin exams. The fic was written in ~2003, so expect a large AU. My favorite aspect of this fic is its slow salary, all the
different interlocking threads of the story build up to a well-planned climac. The IECs are also truly pleasant and firmly flesh out, I don't often really care about myself when Cs dies, but I got here. My one criticism is that the climacs went on for a little too long. Thank you / TheSwanSennin for the recommendation! Rise of
the Uchiha by AlphaEph19 [ABANDONED] One decision can change the world, but it's not so easy to change it back. To his shame, Itachi saves his brother at the expense of losing his town. Now the shining conohah is addicted or scattered, hearts full of vengeance, robbed of hope. What Naruto does, he is ultimately
recognized... by Madara. When the battle lines are drawn, how will he know where to stand? Absolutely massive AU. The main site is that the Uchiha's coup has succeeded, and they now have complete control over the hidden leaf. Non-Uchiha branded with the Caged Bird seal, and all the important figures of the
previous leadership were or imprisoned. Itachi took Sasuke and fled, and Madara adopted Naruto as his son and holding. The fic follows three main factions: Itachi and Sasuke on the run, the estive clan heirs that saved Jiraiya and took to Sand, and Naruto, loyal to the Uchiha. What I like about this fic is how it manages
to maintain the core nature of each character, while it is realistic about how their circumstances will cause different personalities of cannons. Too many AUs go either completely OOC or retain characters' exact canon personalities, in my opinion. The author is also very skilled to balance the three groups' intertight stories,
which only converge at the climacs of the fic. Frustrating is leaving the fic on the second last chapter. Only in Sleep by meridianpony [abandoned], Sakura dreams of people she has never seen before. The blonde boy, chained to the wall of a cell and housing unimaginable force within his body. The dark hair boy, with
bloody eyes and bruises over his skin. The pale killer, with dead eyes and blood over his hands. She has no idea how they are all connected, but she is determined to find out. Take an urban fantasy novel, like Debtustry Pleasant or something like that. Adds Naruto characters. It's meridianpony's Only in Sleep, the only
modern AU I've ever enjoyed. With its own magic system and world, I just enjoy in Sleep more than a standalo book than a Naruto fanfiction. However, I really enjoyed it. The character interactions are great fun, and the overall quality of the prose is excellent. Five Leaves by PrecariousSauce [SERIES;
Continuing]Several things all happen at once in less than a minute's time. Sakura's elbow slams into Sasuke's side of a corner he doesn't expect sends him stumbling towards the end of the branch. Sasuke rights himself just to leave a second and without looking where he's going to land, when he does his knee twists,
he feels a lightning of pain shooting from his only to his head, giving his leg out. And Orochimaru's teeth sink to the gums in Sakura's shoulder. A continuation of Five Leaves No one can stop their life for two years, not even for Naruto. Time skips like a stone over water, makes contact every so often and gets a look at
what's below the lake before flying further. Sakura swears deep under the earth and Sasuke lives one day at a time. A continuation of five leaves. Yamazakura; A cherry tree that grows in the wild, uncultited. Everything that Sakura towards, all her efforts over these two years in the dark will eventually bear fruit. She can
feel her headband sits heavily in her weapons' pocket. She resists it's call. She can only wear it again when her mission ends, but it ends. Sakura takes a deep breath and opens the door. Time to suffer her skin. Unlike what the title and summary implies, this series is mostly Sasuke centric. Apart from the characteristics
of any high-quality genfic, I especially appreciate characters' actions in Five Leaves have consequences. Injuries are not just a matter of being healed, perhaps left with a badass-looking scar, and getting back to work. They can be permanent, chronic, career-affecting things - even for great characters. In addition, five
Leaves' fighting scenes are an outstanding strength of the fic, such as Sasuke's character development. For those of you who feel strong about shipping, you should know that there is a slowburn SasuSaku subplot. Trial by Ninja by jacobk [SERIES; Abandoned]Trial by Ninja [COMPLETE]To grow up, one must overcome
great opponents. A moment of inspiration during the chuunin exam puts Sakura on the path to greatness, whether she likes it or not. Appeal of authority [abandoned]Sakura is back in Konoha after a flag of dangerous missions, safe and sound. Or so she thinks. Life in a ninja village is never simple, and she's going to find
out what it really means to be Tsunade's protégé. Meanwhile, Konoha's enemies are hardly id idol... Sequel to trial by Ninja.Trial by Ninja is a standard come-of-age AU that opens in the preliminary round of Chunin exams and leaves off when the characters are 16 or 17. I absolutely love the battle scenes in this fic, the
author always hits a balance of cool powers, while not any character unreackly OP. Despite being published during the middle of the late Shippuden, the battles are very reminiscent of Part 1, with even top-level characters who have fairly limited destructive abilities. My one grip with this fic is that a very important part of
Sasuke's character development is yada-yada'ed left with no real explanation. Burning Legacy by winning winning [SERIES; There is a betrayer who is presided over Konoha.Seven years after the Kyuubi attack, the Sandaime Hokage's sudden assassination Konoha threw into chaos, and at the end of the night two
factions arose in his shinobi forces: those who stayed and those who ran. Of those who ran, many shinobi were that condemned the new administration astrayers, descendants and murderers. Two years later, an angry group of children who disappeared the night of the Sandaime's assassination, who grew up in relative
peace, but instead of running, were recruited to fight a war for the houses they barely remembered. In which Kakashi is forced to be at the forefront of another war, Itachi is given to maudlin internal monologues, Shisui varies between handling and dissociating, and Zabuza wonders why he could not leave the honor to
the fucking samurai. AO3 and ridiculously long summaries, call a more iconic duo. Burning Legacy is a fun AU with some of those tropics that everyone seems to love, but some stories write well – real war, Hokage Danzo and a rag-tag band of fleeing heroes fighting to take Konoha. While Burning Legacy clearly intended
to be a series, only the first instalment (Rise) is published. The author recently said that a successor in works, so I hoped that it didn't leave. I enjoy Burning Legacy's creative plot and the beautiful our-against-the-world relationship between the kids, as well as the very cool premises. However, I will criticise that this is
excessive use of Japanese. As a side note I suspect that either this fic is inspired by Rise of the Uchiha or vice versa, since they share some remarkably similar plot elements. Thanks to your/OrdinaryRiceball for the recommendation!and all the fire is on your fingertips by PandaFlower [ONESHOT]Tobirama is elbow deep
in a stealth mission in Wind Country when he runs into a shinobi squad to a stolen Uchiha child. Tobirama does it off. Pre-town story about Tobirama stumbles over a kidnapping in the middle of the Land of Wind and doing something about it. The kidnapping victim is Kagami Uchiha. Tobirama isn't exactly wild about his
brother's plan to make nice with the Uchiha, but he argues it will buy a lot of goodwill for the upcoming negotiations. Now he just has to keep himself and little Kagami alive on the long journey back to fire, brave the elements and dodging the child-thive ninjas who want a Partan of their own. Great little character piece and
world builder about Tobirama and the world he inhabits. (blurb by your /Balkinbal chance) Rokudaime by Eilyfe [COMPLETE]A home, a woman, a child: despite serving in a decade-long conflict, Naruto carved out his own piece of happiness. Yet when the Godaime gives him an order, he cannot refuse and make him a
leader of people, the balance between his family and old dreams threatens to end up. The crucifixion of war is hard, and in Grass a Hokage is forged. [AU] The strong point in Rokudaime is, as always for Eilyfe, the environment. Eilyfe's brutal realism, without unnecessary edginess, is always a pleasure to read. The
characterization is also good fun, with Naruto and Shikamaru lying as the main characters. A small supporting throw from strong OV's is also present. My one complaint about Rokudaime is that the end, while good in principle, was a tad anticlimactic, and felt somewhat rushed. Other than that, it's excellent, as somewhat
short, fic. Help me to open my eyes through MistressYin [Continued]Kakashi Hatake was pretty sure his new gende would be the death of him. Yet they were worth it. This fic is the AU I never knew I needed. The main change is that Sasuke is a water-orpentated half-Uchiha born out of marriage, and he subsequently
suffered a lifetime of abuse in Fugaku's household. So Sasuke forgets the proud avenger, and sasuke enters the sweet but gentle and PTSD-ridten genin. There are many more changes than that, though, including Hiruzen the tyrannical psychopath, Sakura's Inner the malicious split personality, and Kakashi the
overworked anti-Third rebel. I especially like this fic's characterization of Sasuke. It is heartbreaking to see him heal slowly he binds with Team 7. It's a small note, but I also like how this fic has the typical typical fic-speaking like suffixes and Konoha instead of leafing in an old-fashioned in-universe dialect spoken by
certain clans. My one criticism is that the first half of the fic follows too closely cannon. Once the fic is properly divided, it is gold, but it has a little boring reading about the clock test in intolerable detail with only minor changes. Also, the author has averaged ~300K words in 4 months. I am very impressed. The Spring of
the Plague by Zenthisororor [COMPLETE]When Konoha ninja returns from examining one of Orochimaru's labs, they bring back a devastating strain of chakra bacteria - Kimimaro's disease develops into a biography. As Naruto and his surviving friends struggle to live in Plague-stricken Konoha, Madara pests, an anti-
ninja cult requires repentance, and, in the midst of it all, Sasuke seeks a perfect revenge. Honestly, I've never actually enjoyed Spring of the Plague all that many – I've never actually been able to read through the whole thing. I just find it... Boring. However, I honestly can't say there's anything technically wrong with it.
The characterization is excellent, the plot is well thought out, and the world building is completely fine. I also know that this is one of the ClassicsTM, such as Matters, Secrets, and Times of Shinobi: Team 7 (both are on this list), and that the vast majority of people reading this fic fall in love with it. So, against my
personal preference, it has (probably) earning its place on this list. Spire by dakeyras [Continued] Naruto's angry, Sasuke's sadness, Kakashi's an alcoholic, and Sakura no longer gives a shit. It wasn't what they expected of Ninja's life, but as Konohah's enemies gather, there is no time for regret. A strong Team Seven
AU with a mysterious time traveler. I suppose it's technically a time-travel fic, but its time-travel part plays a small role in the story so far. Instead, it's a Team 7 genfic where all four members are significantly more fucked-up than they were in cannon. I will always grow a soft spot for fics about ragtag Team 7 bugs stronger
together, and Spire is a solid example of the genre. Its world building is similar to Shinobi: Team 7 or In Fire Forged, in that it offers a gritier world with a fight focus on tactics rather than flashing jutsu. Just the whole round a great read, and one of the very little good Team 7 genfics that are still regularly updated. Killing
your heroes by being a relative term [CONTINUE] It's time to stop waiting for other people to save you. A story about fear, resilience, and Sakura.Seriously debates whether it's a Will of a Nail or a full AU, and ultimately decides to put it here. Killing your heroes is a Sakura centric coming of age story. While the author
sticks to canon where possible, her interpretations of it are both unique and credible, and clearly demonstrate that she has real research has in feudal Japanese cultures and societies. A good example is that she has the Uchiha Massacre as a of a specific penalty carried out in ancient China, a legal execution rather than
a clandestine attack. The fic's characterwork is also a pleasure to read. My criticism would be that the prose is sometimes difficult to read, since I find my eyes skipping to the bottom of the page, and even big fighting scenes tend to be short and easy for actual satisfaction. The soul-fellow phenomenon (ruin my life) by
Tozette [abandoned?] Sakura teaches why so many ninja hope never to have a soul mate. While Tozette is best known for the incredible dirt and ash (which I just realized I forgot to add to this list before now!), I also surprisingly love The Soul Mate Phenomenon. This short fic is certainly not a romance. Instead,
immediately after Golf, Sakura gets a soul mate and finds that he is a mysterious but powerful missing-ninth who refuses to give his name. The fic follows Sakura's descendant as her conversations with her soul mate slowly lead her increasingly cold and ruthless. This particular soul mate! AU works from the premise that
when a person writes on their body, the same words appear on their soul mate, so they have conversations about great distances – often, without ever seeing each other personally. (I found it both very smart and very funny that this particular phenomenon is frequently used as an infiltration tool. Trust the Naruto world to
weapons soul mates.) The boy and fox by cyanima6 [SERIES, abandoned]In a universe where Namikaze Minato died is unable to summon the Shinigami, Uzumaki Kushina, in a last-ditch containment attempt, stamps Kurama's ying in a container made of her own blood and chakra. The Saidaime picks up two newborns
in the wreckage of October tenth and knows one of them is literally the Kyuubi who carries a baby's face. Fortunately, no one knows about Kurama's dilemma, but Kurama. Unfortunately, he stuck, both in Kushina's two-second slap-dash must-not exist human shell, and with Uzumaki Naruto, which is possibly the most
annoying in Kurama's two thousand years of existence. He's not happy. What Kurama really wants to do is get hell out of dodge, return to a giant demon fox, and then blow all five ninja villages and their smaller derivatives out of the map. This is a much tougher task than originally thought. Kurama [COMPLETE]
Namikaze Minato makes a mistake. Uzumaki Kushina makes a choice. Naruto ends growing up with a red hair, dirty tempered older brother who wants Konoha to be atomized, preferably yesterday. Kurama's cannon character is little more than an empty cloth; Apart from a commonly abrasive attitude, Kishimoto didn't
give him all that much of a personality. Cyan96 takes it as an opportunity to write a Kurama-centric fic, giving everyone's favorite fox a personality. Kurama has feelings, a moral code, literary taste and a personal history that goes far beyond then people enslaved him. The plot is simple and slow-moving, slow-moving, the
author to focus on the actual point of the fic – Kurama's character and its subsequent development. Thanks to you/aMiserable_creature for the rec!komorebi by tomorrow rain [SERIES, Continuing] Komorebi (n) - sunlight filter by the trees.kintsukuroi [MULTICHAPTER, COMPLETE]In which Kakashi and Obito survive the
Kyuubi attack, get appeared from Konoha, learn how to survive, and still succeed in getting legends along the way. (However, the bratty genin is unexpected.) Or: How to Let Go of a Revenge Vow in 42 Easy Steps, by Uchiha Sasuke. (Wild au.) In my defence, Obito says from his uncertain position on a rock in the
middle of a wide, hasty river. I didn't know about the toxic fish. It's Swampland, brom Sasuke from two rocks left. Everything is toxic. (Or snapshots of Team 7's year on the road. AU.) Shibui [MULTICHAPTER, ongoing]Team 7 returns to Konoha to participate in the Chuunin examinations. Konoha was not prepared
remotely. (Meanwhile, dangerous forces stir the shadows and everything is about to change.) The basic premise is that Kakashi and Obito are moved from Konoha after the Kyuubi attack, met team 7 in Wave and their senses with Hiruzen's permission. The grammar and writing are good (but not astonishingly excellent).
Where this fic really shines is in his character development. Tomorrowrain put their characters in situations wildly different from cannon (e.g. Sasuke encounters another living Uchiha), but the way the characters react to these situations feels true to their characters and personalities. I'm particularly a fan of the Sasuke-
centric fic ikigai, where tomorrowrain's character really shines. My one criticism would be that the KakaObi, while being done subtly and subtly in all other fics, felt a little over-the-top in the first few chapters of kintsukuroi. Naruto: Great Clan Days by Kenchi618 [Continued]Senju Hashirama's dream of uniting all the
struggling tribes of his country under one town only remained; a dream. Generations later, the ninja world still consists of pure clan affiliation. Enacting peace through understanding fell on the side. A catalyst is required for any kind of change to occur, and it's all found in a little boy... for better or for worse. AU. Oh, the
ever-controversial Kenchi. Whatever your opinion about his other works, I feel that Great Clan Days absolutely deserves its place on this list. The premise is as unique as it is ambitious - the Warring State era never ended. Of course, it requires a ridiculous amount of world building to subtract, as we basically know
nothing about the world during that period of Naruto lore. Kenchi pulls it down with aplomb, goes into detail about the social, military and political structures of the clans and their interactions. Established characters make their appearances, and each of their roles in the new environment makes sense. Team Seven:
Shinobi in War by Wikibeats Sasuke has secrets. Michael McCarthy or not. born away. Haruno Sakura might just be the Child of Prophecy. Hatake Kakashi loves porn. Follow these four as they navigate a world where death lurks around every corner, sex is a weapon, and everyone and everything is a way to put an end
in a massive political war game. AU. M for a reason. Dark. Very dark. The summary (the first part of it, at least) actually has little to do with the fic itself. The premise is that Team is 7 pioneers in the political cultivations between the hidden towns, which are given six months of intense training before the piece exams in
Cloud, where they will be tasked with demonstrate Leaf's power by killing a large number of foreign ninjas (and likely to incite war). Expect BrutalANBUCaptain! Kakashi rather than QuirkyButLovableSensei! Kakashi. Expect gore, death, slavery and (genjutsu) rape to make their appearances. Bonus points for Sakura vs
Mizuki are one of the best fighting scenes I've seen in fanfiction. More of a personal favorite of mine as an objective masterpiece, YMMV. It's just that any one of us is half without another one is you by branch [COMPLETE]An AU in which all the character development of part one gets its due: Kakashi finds another way,
Sasuke does not leave the leaf, Itachi remains a, no one is a carbon copy of a previous generation, Sakura growing up to be frightening , Sasuke finds his way back to family, and Naruto wins all the hearts. With Team Seven Fluff, fill in the duration, and a rather different second half. Drama, Angst, Romance, Fluff, Action,
Sometimes Porn.If there is an award for the most comprehensive title in Naruto fanfiction, it would definitely go to this fic. This is a great AU (note that it was written in 2011), with many significant aspects of cannon changing. It opens with Kakashi's speech to Sasuke after the Search for Tsunade arch, and ends with the
end of the series. I am mostly a fan of Sasuke's character development, and some of the highly unusual but still logical, changes the writer decides to make. Be aware that Naruto, Sakura and Sasuke have a sexual thing going on from about halfway through the story, but there is only one real sex scene that can easily



be over-beaten. Other people walking parallel to this fic can be found in the author's series of Avalanche.An Unexpected Homecoming by Chrononautical [COMPLETE]The Reaper dies and those who are sealed alive are released. Minato centrically. The premise of this fic is that Minato is revived shortly after the end of
Part 1. I like the focus on Minato's trauma, as the fic admits that anyone who has spent 13 years in isolated isolated isolated isolated insulated isolated isolated isolated insulated insulated discretion will not be OK in the head afterwards. I also appreciate the balance that the author reaches with the preservation of Minato
respectfully powerful while not ridiculous OP. Naruto struggles with the expectations of a father/son relationship is also realistic. Finally, the fact that Minato should work for Naruto's forgiveness is a refreshing change of rate. My only real problem with with fic is that Itachi does some morally dubious things to Sasuke near
the end of the fic, and all the other characters seem... Approve? In addition, this is an excellent story. Birth of a Ninja by Captain Enigma [ABANDONED]What does it mean to be a ninja? This is the question that Uzumaki Naruto leads throughout his life as a shinobi of Konoha. Along that path, testify as he meets friends,
fights angry, and keeps his eyes fixed on the ultimate dream... [AU starts at the clock test, where differences in Team 7 selections kakashi lead to take their training more seriously.] Team 7 come-of-age stories told in a (just slightly) more realistic Naruto world tend to be some of the most popular fanfictions out there, so
here's another one. Birth of a Ninja doesn't quite measure on similar fics such as One Eye, Full of Wisdom or Team 7's notion, but it is an encouraging and enjoyable reading nonetheless. The writing, characters, world building and fighting scenes are all very good, and I see no substantial mistakes in the fic. Birth of a
Ninja is an all-round good read to get your genphic solution. Thank you to your /MeianArata for the rec! A woman's honor; A Kunoichi's Heart by darkseraphina [27000 WORD ONESHOT] A woman's honor is different from a man's; men attempt to cleanse their honor with blood, while any woman can tell you that it is hard
work that removes stains. A kunoichi's heart is strong and lasting; it bruises where a shinobi's break. Hatake Sakumo was a woman, not a man; Her daughter Kakashi is the Silver Wolf, the legacy of the White Fang.The only gender-bent fic I've ever enjoyed, and the only one I felt the gender bone actually added anything
to the story. It's a fem! Kakashi-centric fic, following her van when she was a baby until the aftermath of the Kyuubi attack. It mostly looks at sexism in the Narutovers, which is an interesting piece of world building that some fics touch on but little really explore. It is also largely a fix-it fic, as many tragedies of canon
Kakashi's life are avoided in this. Warning for own and unnecessary use of Japanese. Less a gold standard and more a recommendation.survival of the strongest by cywscross [25000 WORD ONESHOT]Sakura is thirteen, Still a Genin, lost in the middle of Earth Land, an unconscious Chuunin round, and so far beyond
afraid that his right to shift Shikamaru and Sakura gets tailored in Earth Country and what might be the beginning of an international incident after Naruto tweeted a seal he did not understand. Genin Sakura, who still nurses a bruised ego and broken heart after her lack of action in the Chuunin exams and Sasuke's
defect, must act in a large way and look after an injured Shikamaru while wearing half-bearers, half-drag him back to friendly territory. The tense experience gives the two many opportunities to sit and talk and talk. Large small character study and thriller similar to the story above. (blurb by your /Balkin balkans, /Balkball
chance, to him also for the recommendation!) Speculative fanfiction: No changes are made to the original cannon. Instead, the story is set during periods or events that little or nothing is known about, and the writer speculates about what happened at these points in the timeline. Honestly, I just have this category
because Kazusa Densetsu doesn't fit anywhere else. Kazusa Densetsu by ProfesserPalmarosa [COMPLETE]As soon as Hashirama's body is laid to rest, the race begins for the Hokage seat. Friendships dissolve, good men die far from honorable deaths, conspiracies abound, and it makes everyone wonder: will Konoha
even survive this mess? If so, there is no guarantee that it will be even the same place when it's all over... A dress-and-dagger political thriller who investigates the race to become Nidaime after the death of Hashirama. A story of alliances, scheduling and betrayal, in which information is much more powerful than any
jutsu and there is no such thing as natural causes. Of course, the cast consists mainly of ECs or characters mentioned but never developed. While I am generally quickly bored by OC-heavy fics (if I wanted to read about original characters, I'll pick up a real novel), ProfessorPalmarosa crafts them masterfully, and I
honestly found myself rooting for one of the OC candidates to win the hat. Kazusa Densetsu has a kind of successor called Vines that contains Fugaku as the main character, which I honestly haven't read yet. The Bear Incident by mirrorless [ONESHOT]A spy, Tobirama repeats slowly, ignoring the unfinished murmurs of
the adults around him. Indeed, it is a heavy accusation to make. One that, if true, leads to even weight-breeding consequences. The Uchiha child at his feet trembles so hard that his bruised teeth chat with fear. Don't believe the summary, it's a cute feel-good fic. I especially appreciate how these fic lamps are the general
reduction of Tobirama to little more than a Uchiha-hate warhawk. There's not much to say about the plot, given that it's a one-shot, but the characterization is solid, the world building is completely credible for cannon and it is firmly well written. A constantly good reading. Thank you to you/OrdinaryRiceball for the rec!
Shrub Ninjas by elumish [ONESHOT]Naruto is five when he first saw the shrub ninjas. Just a cute arrival about Naruto's relationship with his ANBU guards - or, as he knows them, his shrugs ninjas. There is no conspiracy to talk about, just rotten-your-teeth cuteness with a heartfelt ending. SI-OC: Standing for Self-Insert,
Original Character. The basic premise is that the protagonist (the author) comes from the real world, and somehow has reincarnated or otherwise transported to the Narutoversis. Honestly, the humble SI-OC is notorious for being bad. However, Sturgeon's Law applies, and there are some real under the piles of shit.
Readers of this section can also be interested in u/Astyoche's Long-Ass SI/OC Naruto Fanfiction List.Dreaming of Sunshine at Silver Silver [ABANDONED] Life as a ninja. It starts with confusion and terror and doesn't get any better from there. OC Self-insert. No matings. The protagonist was born as Shikamaru's twin
sister. As the most revised Naruto fic on fanfiction.net, there was no way I couldn't list doS. At ~700 000 words, it's rodent long – for reference, it's 65% the length of the entire Harry Potter series. This follows the Naruto series arc-to-bow, including filling yolk. Each individual chapter is beautifully written, and its sheer
length allows the author to have capabilities, relationships etc. Sardonic humor is also used to great effect. My only criticism is that the long-term pass suffers from the length, as the reader is expected to remember details that happened literally decades ago, with no renovations. The tone and paving of this fic reminds me
strongly of cannon, for reasons I can't quite explain. Since it's a great time commitment to read, I recommend reading chapter 131 (my personal favorite) and seeing if you like it. The only context you need to understand the chapter is that the protagonist just tried to eliminate a Jashinist seal to save a city, but has
screwed up and the city was wiped out anyway. Thanks to you/red_000 for informing me that dream of Sunshine is unfortunately now on an indetermined hiatus. Sanitising by Salie Thrasher [Continued] Basic medicine and sanitation is simple. During the Warring Clans era, they become revolutionary. [OC-Insert] Salie
Thrasher is one of the few authors to have several fics on this list, and for good reason. Sanitize is Salie Thrasher's most famous fic, and is extremely unusual in one respect – there is a very strong implication that the protagonist has never looked, read or heard of Naruto. She is also a civilian. The fic follows her career
as a healer in a town that lies between Uchiha and Senju territory, as she applauds both her modern knowledge and modern seasons to the archaic Warring Clans period. Brilliant world building and excellent prose are this fic's outstanding points, apart from its unusual premise. Paradise found by hayatin
[abandoned]When a young woman is born in a universe that is supposed to be fictional, she does what any sane person should be - she chooses the peace of civilian life. But the cost of peace in this terrifying new world is a price paid in blood. [SI with a civilian twist and wrinkle effect] I can't believe I've never read this fic
before now! Want a gritty cloak-and-dagger political thriller? Do you want a mystery creative fic that looks at established SI-OC tropes, says fuck that, and does its own thing? Want a slow burning, realistic romance? Do you want to cut sweet-sweet from life that young Naruto to the love he deserves? Read paradise
found. This fic has a legitimately amazing twist in chapter 3 that I am reasonably is that you will not expect, and feature the all-will-but-no-one-write-it tropes of Hokage Danzo and a real 4th Great War Part I. An incredible SI-OC that I highly recommend to anyone, even people who are not necessarily fans of the genre,
since the protagonist's future knowledge is not a big part of the fic. Mind the gap by Salie Thrasher [ABANDONED?] A psychiatrist is born again – and immediately diagnoses the Naruto world as a clinical chance. [OC-Insert] The other Salie Thrasher fic on this list! As the summary suggests, the protagonist is a
psychiatrist of the real world, desperately trying to keep her doctor's oath doing no harm. However, she was left with no real choice but to become a shinobi and a murderer. I love this fic for its cold portrayal of the hidden leaf as a cruel military state, which uses economic manipulation to basically force poorer parents to
send their children to academia, and by constant propaganda brainwashing children from a young age. Pull the strings by Hubris Plus [abandoned]to a ninja is hard enough when you work for the good guys, let alone when you reincarnate in a family of psychopaths. SIFB The rare male SI-OC, the protagonist is
reincarnated as Kankuro. The story follows his self-impounded mission to be a good brother to Gaara, despite the Kazekage's efforts to keep them separate. This fic is also unusual in that the whole of the story takes place when the characters are young children. Both heartbreaking and bittersweat to read. To kill a Bull
by Discoabc [ABANDONED?] At least the other clan children of the series had something to protect themselves with virtually from birth. Sakura was blessed with the oh so helpful gift of a larger than average forehead. The drug is often worse than the disease it heals. I refused to be that means. OC insert as Sakura
Semi-AUThe main distinguishing feature of this fic is the protagonist's absolute terror at... well, basically everything that happens in cannon. In addition, it's just a very good SI-OC with all the elements I like – excellent writing, world building, a political leaf and a darker tone than the original series (without trying to be
edgy). The author also manages to take the Gulf and Chunin Examinations bows in unique directions that resembling nothing I've seen before – a rare achievement, taking into account the sheer number of fics that have covered this arch. The Orochimaru chases into the forest of death and Kakashi's solution to defeating
Zabuza is particularly fun. Sometimes you don't. While Silver Queen's most famous fic is easy Dream of Sunshine, I am also extraordinarily fond of Reincarnation Roulette, which is a series of SI/OC oneshots. Each chapter stands alone, with the protagonist being reincarnated at different locations at different points in the
timeline. I especially like the fifth entry in this Ten thousand shooting stars, following a Branch Hyuga girl at the time Konoha was established. The Medic-Nin's Guide to Casual Revolution by spideywhiteys [Continued]Aikawa Toshiro lived Life before this one, and he should say, even his previous healthcare system
wasn't as bad as the absolute metaphorical SHACK it was here. After being a child soldier (not great, would not recommend) in a war that gave much more than it had given, he decided to do something about it. Life is changed, and if Konoha is so often compared to a tree, shouldn't it be expected to grow? Then there's
Inu.The fic is better than the summary, don't worry. This is probably the latest fic on the list, which is published a month ago at the time of writing, and has so far managed an astonishing update rate of one chapter every three days or so. With a rare man SI, who is around Shisui's age, it is a politically-focused solution-it-
fic. I appreciate how this fic skips over the protagonist's childhood and has almost no fights. The protagonist is not OP in either combat ability or political influence. I also like how most of the problems that initially capture the protagonist's eye are everyday things that have nothing to do with cannon - he's originally more
worried about the hospital that escalates a renovation than any major schemes that Danzo, and he just gets embroidered in the murkier stuff as a natural consequence of his campaigns escalates. White Lie by Audi Canticum [Continued] No summary on a forum of all things, for some godly reason. At least there is a
guide of the chapters at the top of the yarn. White Lie is well written, and doesn't waste time to rehash cannon or give ECs long and tragic backstories. It's a very to-the-point story, which I appreciate. It's too short of saying something significant about the plot, but it's an enjoyable reading. What doesn't kill you by Zbluez
[abandoned?] ... Oh wait, it did. Semi-SI.Impressively enough, this fic manages to have three OC characters in the main cast and make it work. The two non-protagonist OV's are creative, loving and receiving real development. The author also uses many small cannon characters, with Shikaku containing as a main
character. Political games, manipulation and so on feature very common in this fic. My only complaint is that the protagonist has quite an unlikely personality. In Healthy Judgment by NegativeAperture [Continued]The most important question, she thinks, is not her chance of survival or whether she will stick to the plot.
No, it is whether she needs to change the defective system that dissides from war and child soldiers. Probably, she's in the best position to solve it. People are definitely more willing to listen to you when you threaten them with the giant fox demon in your intestines. But what would the cost be? Her cedars? Her
humanity? After all, the path to hell has been paved with good intentions. (In which a human rights lawyer is reincarnated in a world without morality, without logic, and most of all, without laws. Helping the world was when people were not ninjas.) There are plenty of fics that address how comprehensive the entire ninja
system is, but in Judgment is the only one I've seen making it the whole point of the fic. I like Nana's character, along with the cool premises and strong writing. It is too short to comment much on the plot. I think Kurama was swung too quickly to Nana's side to be realistic, but in addition it's an excellent read. Time travel:
One or more characters are sent forward on time or forward. These fics usually explore the characters' efforts to avoid the tragedies of cannon, and their successes and failures to do so. A genre I don't personally love, so don't expect this section to be comprehensive. Retrograde Movement by Crunchysunrises
[Continuing] From sixteen to eleven didn't feel like a big leap until she realized that she is now the best ninja in their class. And those little Sasuke hates her for it. An AU fic with a fun characterization of competent! Sakura. One of the most interesting parts of the fic, which is not mentioned in summary, is the fic's actual
premise: after Sasuke's death, a crazy Itachi decides to try time travel. The jutsu, however, kills the caster, so he can't return himself. Instead, he sends Sakura, using a compulsion technique on her in advance to force her to protect Sasuke. The fic has a great characterization of Sakura as someone competent and
mature. It also has excellent world building, in terms of politics, culture and how jutsu actually works. A lot of humor – it's quite a light fic. Just a warning: Mokuton! Sakura has been heavily advanced in the past few chapters. I know a lot of people hate Mokuton! Sakura with a passion (although I like his execution in this
fic), so here's your warning that it's present. How to save the world with no one equally realized by IncompleTeSentanc (COMPLETED]Minato knows at the beginning of the week that it's going to be a hellish one. Mostly because it starts with the kidnapping of one of its two remaining students, only a year after losing the
first one. He just doesn't realize at that time that it's not going to be a hellish week - it's going to be hell for a little longer than that. It all starts with Rin's kidnapping, and her subsequent rescue at the hands of a mysterious appearance, monstrosy strong, murderously violent woman. A woman with cotton dodynk pink hair.
It's just from there. In which a few adult members of the K12 (who would spoil their nomination) go back on time from an AU where the world was destroyed. I won't give too many details because the figuring out exactly what's going on is half the fun of the fic. How to save the world with no one once realized a
combination of humour, fun action and truly sincere emotional moments. The end, in particular, makes you feel things. It has a successor, How to survive the weirdest experience of your life, which I didn't enjoy nearly as much as the original, but it is a cut above your average fanfiction. The First Shift cereal by Cadel
[ABANDONED]Sabaku no Gaara countries in passing to a time where everyone fears him and his father is still alive. He realizes the recovery of everyone's confidence will be difficult, especially when they still think he is a bloody psychopate. No pair. Time Travel.This fic's character working with Gaara is its main
strength. I always feel like canon gave Gaara a shame by making his deliverance — he hated and feared to be loved and trusted about the time-action, and we never had to see him work to see for the trust of his people. Taking a Gaara who has already worked incredibly hard to be trusted again, and throwing into a
situation where he has to regain that confidence again is a very interesting character study. Of course, any fics in Suna also require a bit of world building, which this fic does well. Legacy Undone by LD 1449 [Continued] It was their last, desperate gambit. Their last hope. They pinned everything to a prayer that he could
save them... And now... he's not even sure if he can count it anymore. A long time, on 75 chapters at the time of writing. The power levels are massively numb, and a much stronger focus than canon is placed on politics and the real mechanics of warfare. A classic Naruto goes back in time to win
Tobi/Pein/Madara/Kaguya, with a twist: he was sent to an alternative timeline (does it make this fic a combination of AU and time-travel?) A coherent, coherent conspiracy with elements clearly planned in advance. Prose and IECs that are good, but especially excellent. Character development and plot are these fic's
strengths, with the author using minor characters such as Kurotsuchi to great aplomb. Time flows like Ink through GwendolynStacy [ABANDONED?] After a fuinjutsu experiment went wrong, Minato became in a future where his family died, his team fell apart and the Uchiha was slaughtered. With the defective seal
burning in his palm, Minato struggles to stay in a Konoha that is not his. Time flows like Ink is a time trip with two interesting twists First, it features travel in the future rather than the past. Secondly, every few days/weeks Minato turns between times, and he gets to see how the things he does in real time affect the future
time when he jumps next. The only thing that remains constant in the future timeline is Minato's jumps – for example, if he jumps to the future in January, and again in February, the February world will be very different from the January one, but the characters in the February world will remember Minato and then
disappear one month ago. This leads to Minato essentially attempting to change the future through trial-and-error, adding an interesting strategy element to the fic, he can take people with him in both directions. Lost on the path of life by RavenShira [ABANDONED?] Kakashi had everything good in hand. He walked off
his reign as Rokudaime Hokage, his collection was also worn what it should be and his free free were spent with either Gai's challenges or helping out on various tasks while trying to make it look like he wasn't there to help out. Annoying hell from all who cross his path was as easy as breathing — easier now that he no
longer needs to be polite and diplomatic about it. So what if he agreed to a teen-small favor of his once student and now sequel? Not even Naruto could mess just scrub a fuinjutsu for Kakashi to look over before he came back to his own, very busy life.... Right? Or: The one where Kakashi travels on time thinks he can fix
things, but gets clear about his head. A fun and well written time-travel fic that neatly avoids the problem of overwhelming protagonists who seem to face most time trips. I like this fic's plot, it's endearing, suspending and making sense. Bonus points for doing Danzo and the board™ as antagonists well. Unfortunately one
thing that drags this fic down is the author's habit of repeating another character's premises from another character's perspective – while the reader is often given relevant and interesting information about what the second character did at the time, with whole chapters where the plot doesn't progress, sometimes makes
the fic a little stagnant.the bridge that always burns Shikamaru thinks, it didn't go according to plan. Because the summary gives zero information, I should probably tell you that this fic is a Shikamaru and Neji journey from during an alternative Fourth Great War back to when they were Academy students. With Neji's
emotional issues, Shikamaru's emotional issues and Shikaku really when his son was just a normal eight-year-old. My one complaint with the fic is how easily other characters assume that eight-year-old Shikamaru knows highly classified stuff and accepts him in their scheme. I love Shikamaru and Neji's relationship, it's
really well written. Feudal Princess Uchiha Sasuke by Tozette [abandoned]The one where Uchiha Sasuke is a feudal princess [ONESHOT]Izuna seems curious at him. Of course. I know you don't know each other very well, but you're family. He wouldn't allow them... he eyes Sasuke ... do whatever that expression puts
on your face. Sasuke gives him a long, empty appearance. The list of things Madara would do to his family, given the right motivation, is longer than Sasuke's remaining arm. Feudal Princess Sasuke - Cutting of lives additive [ONESHOT]Some cutting life things that follow up from the soul-fellow au prompt fic The one
where Uchiha Sasuke is a feudal princess. If you haven't read it yet, it will confuse you. It starts as a direct sequel. Sasuke is not cut out for marriage. Feudal Princess Uchiha Sasuke can also be placed in the romance section, but since the series was abandoned before any real romance happened, I thought time trip
was more appropriate. It may have the most bizarre premise of any fic on this list: it is a AU in which empty empty Sasuke is sent back to the Warring Clans era in time only to discover that Tobirama is his soul mate, during which a political marriage between Sasuke and Tobirama is arranged to ensure peace between
the Uchiha and the Senju. Sasuke is not exactly a willing participant in the sacred matric, but was initially injured to escape, and later ensured Tobirama's spacetime expertise to return to his own time in exchange for him collaborating with this arrangement for a year. It is generally well written and the world building of the
different clan compounds and uses is good fun. Sometimes he wonders why he's still alive when so many others have fallen. When others deserve the chances that keep falling into his lap that he doesn't deserve. But Kakashi has never been one to stop, not when so many lives depend on the choices he makes. At least
he's not alone in this. He does have the number one unpredictable shinobi on his side. The Hockey's WIll is a pretty standard Fourth Major War-soon-pear-shaped time trip, with both Naruto and Kakashi as the travelers back to when Naruto was five. I appreciate that the writer doesn't waste our time to describe exactly
how the Fourth Great War was lost: they know they use a pretty standard tropic, and they do us the allowance to skip over the senseless bits. I also appreciate the author's creative solution to avoid OP characters. Not only does it do the job of keeping the narrative balance, it makes a lot of sense in-universe and I don't
think I've seen another fic do it. Naruto's character in this fic is also great. I appreciate how much attention is placed on how he is affected by returning to pariah. Wolves of Fire landed by Midnite_Republic [Continued]Golf changed a lot about Team 7, but not enough to make them completely functional. Also someone
should have reminded Kakashi to pay attention to that small part of his genius brain that recognizes random patterns, before he headed home on the road home on top of an old, degraded Uzushio trip seal with an over-chakra-charged Uzumaki.And he thought the month of the Gulf mission was long , now he's stuck, in a
place he never expected to do anything with, with no way back. Perhaps he should have paid more attention to history, or stayed long enough in academia to have history classes. Immediately after-Golf, the whole of Team 7 gets all the way back to the Warring Clans Era sent. I love this fic because it is very unusual (the
Warring Clans Era doesn't appear much in time travel genre, or fanfiction in general). I also enjoy the world building, especially in relation to the Hatake clan. All the IECs so far have been needed, well created and necessary for the story. Saving the world (On Accident and Through Other People) by xwannaflyx
[COMPLETE]Saving the world (but mostly yourself) [ONESHOT]Kakashi's plan to save the world is something Danzo's involvement in everything and steals Orochimaru to make sure he can keep an eye on any potentially apocalyptic projects. His plan did NOT involve become the student of Orochimaru. (Also his plan
sucks kinda and Sasuke might have had a point when he said he didn't have a plan.) (Realistically he didn't have much of a plan and thank God for Tsunade, because both Kakashi and Orochimaru are a hot mess) Stinging is not love (But it's the closest I get) [ONESHOT]Tsunade puts her foot down (and through various
floors) and Orochimaru reluctantly allows Kakashi to join Team Minato because apparently socializing is necessary for healthy development. No steal is good for healthy relationships, but no one has ever claimed that Orochimaru and Kakashi are healthy. Nevertheless, Kakashi learns and grows and tries to become a
chuunin. He once tried. He could definitely do it again. Ish.This is a short series that focuses on humor more than anything else. There is not much of a conspiracy, or many world building, or especially special characterization, but Kakashi and Orochimaru completely fail at normal human interaction, while feeding each
other's bad habits are ridiculously funny. Rebirth by Oroburos69 [ONESHOT]Kakashi dies. He wakes up with a second chance. Rebirth is a bite-sized fic. There's nothing wrong with it, it's just short. I would like to read a continuation of this one, because frankly, Kakashi and his apprentice Sakura are trying to muddy their
way through diplomacy sounds hilarious. On that note, Rebirth's main strength is that it is quite funny. In addition, the prose is well written and the characterization and world building is nothing to complain about. Tragedy/Melancholy:Self-explanatory title. Mostly children. Expect to see the Business, Secret and Times
series here, even if it doesn't fit strictly. The Sake, Secrets and Times series by Kraken's Ghost [SERIES, COMPLETE] Twenty Affairs of Pride to Hyuuga Neji [ONESHOT]All Hyuuga is proud. Neji measures his pride differently. First in 'Business, Secrets, and Times.'Twenty unknown Secrets of Maito Gai [ONESHOT]
Everyone has secrets. Gai is just good at keeping his. Second in 'Business, Secrets, and Times.'Twenty times Uzumaki Naruto Hasn't died [ONESHOT] Over time, Naruto learns what it means to be Jinchuuriki. Finally in 'Business, Secrets and Times.'Kraken's Ghost has a distinctive style of writing that lends his fics a
melancholic air. He/she wrote around 2007-2009, so of course, expect massive departures from Shippuden canon. Each of these fics is an incredible character study on the named character, and beautifully, almost poetically written. My personal favorite is Twenty Times Uzumaki Naruto Didn't Die, but most people prefer
Twenty Affairs of Pride to Hyuuga Neji. Ricochet by Strix 4 [COMPLETED]Sometimes it's easy to see the famous in the faces around you. Sometimes it sucks to find out why. This start absolutely skreeusnaaks, but two chapters or so transitions to a sad but also incredibly human character study of Naruto, Sasuke,
Kakashi and Sow. The best word I can think of describing the tone of this fic is infertile. The author skilled crafts Team 7's characters, and the whole fic is essentially a study on just how broken each member of the team really is. RED by Sherbet Mayhem [COMPLETE]At a time when political decisions affect devastatingly
on the form of their world, how will Sakura, Kakashi, Naruto and Sasuke endure the uncontrollable hardships pushing on them? Discover RED; repeated a dramatic exploration of history. Wear a mask to hide yourself; let your past follow you as the shadow of your future; and cover your eyes. They determine the value of
your lifeDon's not being put off by the odd summary or the modern! AU (counting 1940s as modern?). RED is good. Heavy, heavily inspired by The Book Thief, with no chakra or superpouls. Konoha (Nazi Germany) under the ward of brilliant orator Lord Orochimaru (Hitler) enacts genocide against Reds (Jews) while
practising the leaf race (so-called Syrians). Note that in this fic, the Uchiha is a Red Family, but not all Reds are Uchiha. The story mostly follows Sasuke, Naruto, Sakura and Kakashi.The style of writing is very poetic. Each chapter is interested with sections told from the perspective of Time, in which the reader is often
addressed directly. The prose is very well written. The plot is also excellent, with no plotholes, and is clearly completely planned from the beginning. Accurately, it's not always easy to follow what's going on, when this happens, it was obviously an intentional choice by the author. Moreover, the characterization keeps each
character patch-on their cannon personality while also providing them with very realistic development. I confess that I've never read the book thief (so sue me), so I'm not sure how much of ROOI's goodness comes from the fic myself, and how much the fic just rides on the coattails of his famous inspiration. Loneliness by
esama [SERIES; COMPLETE]Loneliness, expanded [ONESHOT]In which when ordered to kill his family, Itachi chose otherWiseSolitude, continued [ONESHOT]In which Naruto takes control Great thanks to you/TheVoteMote for me to inform me that loneliness, has expanded a successor! This series mostly explores the
relationship between Itachi and Naruto in a world where the Uchiha konoha ruled for 10 years after the successful coup, before Itachi killed them because of atrocities they planned. The characterization of the two main characters is excellent, and the fic has a beautiful sombre tone. The most important thing that goes for
this fic is how it sees the whole Naruto handle the world for the first time (he has no reminder of the outside world). Naruto's wonder and surprise and the beauty of the world, the overwhelming input he receives, and his efforts to reconcile what he intellectually knows with what he physically experiences Written. Wisdom
and eternity by Xenoglossy [ONESHOT]Most people live their lives in a straight line, but they all walked a circle with too many dead ends. Memories, regret and the death of a friend. Sannin fic. A character study of Jiraiya, Tsunade and Orochimaru; and their relationships with each other. It's heartbreaking bittersweat.
The fic is a short one-sided, consisting of four scenes. The first three each focus on one of the Sannin, and the fourth depicts their final meeting. Will you feel empty and sad about how many of the terrible things that happen in the Narutovers are just a senseless waste of life and humanity. Death of a Kage Bunshin by
Foxie Sama [ONESHOT]Kage Bunshin no Jutsu was perfect in every way and shape. It is only the human element of it that is inherently flawed. A brief but poignant look at the psychological aspect of experiencing the memory of clones' death. It looks at what Naruto's willingness to face death thousands of times, despite
knowing exactly what is coming, says about his character, as well as the consequences of his repeated shade clove used on his psyche. Sanctuary by Orodruin [ONESHOT]He ran as if the dogs of hell were on his ankles because they were: the leaf's yellow hair devil and his demonic children's warriors. The Rock Ninja
are also people. Rated for violence. One of my early favorites, whose existence I was only recently reminded. Sanctuary is a one-shot of 2008 telling from the perspective of a young Rock nin who finds himself on the wrong side of one of Minato's team's missions. He claims the ancient right of sanctuary in a church
leading to negotiations between Minato and the priests about whether the priests would drive out the boy, or Minato would be forced to kill him on holy ground. Sanctuary is a brief and sobering fic that reminds the reader that Konohah is not necessarily the good guy. Five (or, many can change in a year) by Karaii
[FANCOMIC, CONTINUE]It is a Kakashi-centric fan comic center around the events that took place when Kakashi was five years old, from his early graduation ceremony to his father's suicide. Please note that this is a story about a child soldier who is in a world where raised for war is commonplace, so there is a global
content warning for this kind of child abuse, gore/violence, and death. The only fancomic (doujin?) on this list, and for good reason. The quality of the art is excellent. Each character looks unique, and Karaii is excellent in showing emotion through posture and expression. The characterization is what really stands out
Five, so little is known about Kakashi's personality before Sakumo's suicide. Karaii interprets Kakashi as an understandably arrogant child who buried his feelings about being killed under flippant façade, and struggles to reconcile his feelings, and the actions of his father, with what he tells a Good Shinobi think and do.
The world building is also wonderful, as Karaii Karaii numerous small details that explain or connect small aspects of cannon that have never really been addressed (Why is Fugaku obsessive with Itachi successful? Because he was Sakumo's student and wants his son to beat Kakashi's records. And so on). Also, 5-year-
old Kakashi with a split lip is the cutest thing you've seen today, don't @meDon't Take Me Alive by Winter Weatherman [ONESHOT]Itachi know who will understand. A character study of Italia and its reasons for committing the Slaughter. Despite what the title implies, there is no suicide in the fic. I like this fic because the
author writes Itachi as fundamentally insane while avoiding portraying him as a generic, moustache-turn. The fact that it has only 38 reviews is criminal. Thank you/SopKitchen08 for the recommendation! Beautiful day by Narf-for-the-Garthoc [ONESHOT]Naruto focuses on his last day as Hokage and the people who
mean so much to him. This fic describes how Naruto spends what he knows is the last day of his life. Since it was written all the way back in 2006, cannon expects to go out the window. The authors beautiful depictions of Naruto's relationships with other characters and the Leaf itself make this fic stand out for me. How
to commit Seppuku in three easy steps by kimi no vanilla [ONESHOT]Tools You Need: A Sharp Object, an incompatible burden of shame, the experience of the worst failure you've ever committed in your life. Time to complete: approximately 15 minutes. Results may vary. A terribly sad character study of Sakumo while
committing suicide. The author uses a poetic style of writing that increases this fic from good to great. Not really much more to say - it's short, sweet and tragic. The Art of Braiding by crackshipshook [ONESHOT]Sometimes, the little things make Itachi happy. Sometimes.Someone managed to make Itachi braiding his
hair depressing. Somehow. This fic is a neat little character study of Itachi with a side of world building. It's a short fic, at only ~2000 words, so there's not much more to say about it. Thank you/SopKitchen08 for the recommendation! Sakura blossoms in April's showers by Orlha [SERIES, Continuing] Early Summer Rain
[COMPLETE] With parents doesn't always mean it's a good thing and just because scars can't be seen doesn't mean they don't exist. The Chuunin exams do not leave Sakura an orphan and she does not cry. Shadow fields of autumn [CONTINUING] This is one thing to be on a mission with Sensei as her safety net.
When things go wrong on a separate assignment, Sakura must face her biggest fears and hope she can learn to swim faster than they can sink her. Meanwhile, Kakashi realizes that he's trying to make up his incompetence by raising up his time Sakura and he's never really forgilling himself. In which Sakura's father
abused her very much, very bad. This series is set the Konoha beloved arc, in which Sakura was left. The fic follows Sakura's emotional recovery, mostly focusing on the (teacher/student or parent/child) parent/child) between Sakura and Kakashi. It has some very sad moments, but also some very uplifting children, as
Sakura slowly learns that Kakashi is not going to leave her, and Kakashi learns how to best support Sakura. Playing Games by Lucillia [COMPLETE]Back before starting at the Academy, Naruto had a group of friends he played under the cover of darkness. The premise here is that, bending to pressure from Danzo,
Hiruzen placed a young Naruto in the care of Kakashi's ANBU team, mainly for training. Unable to explain to such a young child the gravity of what they do, the team convinces little Naruto that they just play special games, and the other team plays dead when they lose a game. The fic addresses Naruto's realization of
what actually happens, and the subsequent fallout. Minus shows up for the fic thinking that a young Naruto in ANBU will survive for more than 5min, everything is great. Too perfect by mapplepy [ONESHOT]Near Konoha there is a lake that Kakashi invaded. But it's not just a simple lake; it is a portal. It is a portal that
transports Kakashi to another realm - one that is calm, peaceful and very perfect. Kakashi hates it. I've never actually been sure if it's fic that depicts the Infinite Tsukuyomi or just something like that. Either way, Kakashi finds himself trapped in a perfect, peaceful world. Kakashi's hopelessness and desperation in this fic
is what made it stick with me. Horror: Fics who are horrific aren't terrible. I hope it's clear. He had no fingers by Gleam [COMPLETE]The Ninetails cannot be contained. But it will take a human sacrifice, all the same. Naruto is owned by the Ninetails. Expect horror, both gruesful and absolutely cold. This fic has a brilliant
depiction of EldritchAbomination! Kyuubi, and is far and away from the best horror Naruto fic out there. The author's portrayal of Ninetails-owned Naruto is done brilliantly; you are absolutely horrified by every sentence, but at the same time can't tear your eyes away.xenopgrapher by Misfit McCoward [ONESHOT]AU in
which Orochimaru stays in Konoha and needs new help to the lab. Eight-year-old Sakura volunteers. It turned out to be a worse idea than she expected. (Mentor fic, but not... healthy mentoring...) Please read warnings. Horror. Very abomination. If you wonder, the warnings mentioned in the summary are (and I
quote):Human/animal experiments (including children)Non-consensual surgery Medical horror soldiersBody horrorEmotional manipulation (again, including children)Sakura is a child and does not realize that what happens around her is not necessarily legal. If you ask me, all those warnings in Orochimaru can be present
shortened, but whatever. There is something particularly horrific about seeing terrible things through the eyes of a child (ever studied to kill a Mockingbird in high school?), what is make xenography special. Very well written, with ambirant ambient You can see Sakura's slow indoctrination throughout the fic, and the
disconnect between how she describes what happens and what the reader knows is actually going on is a special brand of creepy. The Scorched Path through romancecue [ONESHOT]Comes delight in the forest with us, says the girl to the boy. The flock has become small, but they still hold on to the old ways. The truth
is visible to those who care to watch. 70% Lovecraftian horror, 30% Naruto. One-shot.A Sakura-centric fic in which the tail animals are Lovecratian gods, and the Harunos are cults. Completely and completely horrific, with just the right mix of viscerin gore and more abstract fucked-up to create the peak horror experience.
Don't read if you're a fan of happy endings. Red Eyed Monster by Loudest_Voice [COMPLETE]That year's Chuunin Exams was a nightmare. Literally. One of the children favoured genjutsu. Psychological horror, which focuses on a 10-year-old Itachi and his raven summons in the second phase of the Chunin exams. As
the fic progresses, Itachi's actions gradually become more disturbing, and it is becoming increasingly clear to the reader that not only is the raven more powerful than Itachi itself, it has more control over Itachi than Itachi does about it. It's an AU fic, where it implied that Itachi really was garment. The combination of
Itachi's cute childishness, unwavering and complete disregnation for any moral or social boundaries - as well as the ever-present raven - creates a truly disturbing picture. Brief but powerful. Humor: Once again, title is self-explanatory. I have not signed up for this by erimies [abandoned] Time travel, the ultimate hoax to
cheat in life and turn bad chance to your advantage. Or, it would be if Naruto had any idea he was doing. To try to save lives he likes dear, he somehow ended up as an international S-class criminal with a flight-by-sight order. Oops.In that Naruto goes back on time, realizing that between the great events of history there
is a lot of time in which he has absolutely nothing to do... except prank people ruthlessly. The hilarity of this fic comes mostly from Naruto's pranks, and its interactions with others. The scene where he is caught from the Hyuuga Estate is particularly good. It's for a good cause, I swear! By Sarah1281 [COMPLETE]After
receiving a time travel jutsu as payment for a mission, the original four members of Team 7 each get a chance to go back to one event in their life and change it. They will surely use such an awesome force responsible... Right? Don't count on it. In which every member of Team 7 unknotously goes back to the same
timeline (so, for example, when Naruto arrives at the age of 8, he is in a world where time trip! Kakashi has been there for years). It creates a very large amount of confusion among our travelling heroes. Team 7's easy camaraderie banner is what makes this fic so funny. Grammatical and spelling mistakes are a problem.
Interception by WhyMustIWrite WhyMustIWrite the village gate is a boring work- to the most serious threat since Orochimaru threatened to infiltrate Konoha, using a stunning innocent disguise. With Iruka, Kotetsu, and Kakashi Warning: Please note the genreA ruthless parody of all the bad fanfiction tropes out there,
especially the horrors of a Mary Sue wish fulfillment story. With wrong spelled Japanese, excessive capitalization, using the dolphin to refer to Iruka, descriptions of eyes as orbs, Genuine writer's notes in the body of the text, and, of course, Safhire Rayne the OC, who is the long prodigal daughter of Minato Namikaze,
Kakashi Hatake's sister, Itachi Uchiha's cousin, Rock Lee's aunt, and Teuchi the ramen store owner The author succeeds in , and it's honestly hilarious. If you don't even succeed... By esama [ONESHOT]Prompt by pumpkin-lith: Time travel fails ? In which the classic protagonist of any time trip fic - an OP stamp master
Naruto, whose own world was destroyed - screws a time-travel seal and finds itself dimension-hopping through the Hokage's office of many alternative universe and Hokage's. The different Hokages' responses to Naruto's sudden appearances and quick fire explanations, and Naruto's reactions to the respective Hokages,
are what makes this fist very funny. Connections by esama [ONESHOT]In which first meetings are not dramatic, there is almost an interrogation, and Mitarashi Anko has a certain way with words. Esama clearly has a talent for funny time-travel-based once-shots, because here's a second one. In which Naruto was
arrested in a grocery store on suspicion of infiltration, it does not see suitable giving more than twelty literal answers to questions asked, and confuses everyone whose name is not Uzumaki Naruto. It really counts in the second half of the fic. Branches by To Mockingbird [COMPLETE]Kakashi fall off a tree and countries
in another world. Literally. Now he's in a dimension where nothing makes sense — but he's used to it. Kakashi plans to have as much destruction as he can and finds his way home . . . if he can. The summary basically explains the premises. Kakashi finds himself in a massive, nonsense aU. Expect a female Itachi who
everyone thinks Kakashi dates, a jellyfish-themed Kisame and a female Rasa who minato is actually dating, among other things. The humor comes from both the changes and Kakashi's response to them. Goal-oriented by Emerald Ashes [ONESHOT]After defeating his evil older brother, Sasuke decided to return to
Konoha and rebuild his clan... Why are everyone so hard about this? In which Sasuke completely missed the plot. Sasuke who is painfully oblivious, but kindness is never funny. His complete and utter ignorance of everything not related to his goal - including his names, gender and goals - combined with everyone else's
disbelief makes for a nice Dynamic. The negotiating scene negotiating scene Hiashi is particularly good. The Pissing a Rainbow series by mapplepie [SERIES]Pissing a Rainbow [ONESHOT]Part 1 of PaR. In which Naruto piss a rainbow, Sakura is quite possible from the future, Sasuke is a terrible actor, and Kakashi is
confused and completely ignored. Crack-fic.Not Quite Pissing a Rainbow [ONESHOT]Part 2 and 3 from PaR. In which Naruto doesn't quite pissing a rainbow, Sakura is actually out of the future, and Sasuke is still a horrible actor. As for Kakashi... Well, he'll get used to his new genin team. At last. (Part 3 summary inside,
ch2) Completely nonsense crack, done in the best way. The summaries explain well enough on their own that you can expect. Akatsuki Babysitter's club through beetlebee [COMPLETE]Obito quickly thought. They are part of a club... for babysitting passengers. A club, says Kakashi, flat. Yes. A... babysitter's club. I see,
says Kakashi, who clearly didn't see at all. Yes, the clouds on the coats are supposed to be a defying visual to children? Obito said, as he decided to dig himself deeper. In red and black. Okay, the color scheme might be changed, Has Obito concluded. He heard Konan sniffing from beneath the table. He briefly looks at
Hidan, who has now shaken his shoulders, and the whole curtain, laughing at Obito.--- (Kakashi decided to raised Naruto. The Akatsuki takes a new direction.) The summary says it all, really. The Akatsuki moves in Konoha to raised Naruto while trying to keep their presence secret there. This is complete and utter crack
in the best way. S Rank Jutsu by Ourliazo [ONESHOT] Kakashi's cute little genin requires a breathtaking jutsu in response to their horrific D ranks. He answers by trolling them (of course) but then Kakashi... Maybe take the joke too far. In his defense, the One Thousand Years of Death Attack is actually quite frightening.
A crack over Team 7 shoot their fingers on people's buttocks. The epic battle against Zabuza? Dissolved by a finger at the buttocks. Orochimaru in the forest of death? Scared off by attempting finger at the buttocks. It's very stupid humour, but I've got crass taste and fight me, it's funny. The Best Laid Plans of Mice and
Men by Lucillia [abandoned]When Naruto decides to strike past the Kage Bunshin and choose another jutsu to learn from the Forbidden Scroll, Madara - who loves to kill the brat - is left scrambling to regain his plans. This is the third Lucillia fic on the list, in which Naruto accidentally reanimate Madara in episode 1, and
then completely fails to understand the enormity of what he did - or who Madara is. Not at all a serious fic, so if you're looking for realism with your humor, you have to look elsewhere. However, the fic is astonishingly funny, putting the sheer panic of Danzo, O'onoki and several other world leaders against Naruto's
complete oblivion about what's actually going on. QUIET NAMES BY kurgaya [ONESHOT]/Let's start with Kakashi signs. Like, distrasals, dreams for the Sasuke, offer the mood Uchiha after a long, long pause. My likes and disapproages are none of your business, and my dream is killing a certain man. U-C-H-A-A-A-U-
K-E//Yamato game, hands flashing through the rest. //What is his family sign again?/Kakashi offers the name sign for 'UCHIHA', to which Yamato adds 'YIKES'. [Deaf! Kakashi AU. Team 7 starts a little differently]. In which Kakashi is deaf, and Yamato helps him interpret. This fic covers Team 7, Kakashi and Yamato
meeting on the Academy Roof. I'd like it to continue with the clock test, but alas, it's only a short time. I'm not sure if it counts technically as humour, or if I should put it in the Vir Wil of a nail section instead, but it was definitely a fun read. Team 7 vs. Paperwork by LullabyKnell [SERIES, COMPLETE]from the Legendary
Sannin, to Jiraiya's gende team with Namikaze Minato, minato's genin team from Rin, Obito, and Kakashi... Team Seven cannot succeed in handing in normal paperwork. The gende is either completely oblivious or to have fun with this, the jounin-sensei is a step away from grabbing all their hair out, and the formidable
sequence of desk-shinobi is not satisfied with this. And then there's Team Kakashi.The Pre-Legendary Sannin vs. Paperwork [ONESHOT] Sharing a journalist sensei no body's talking about is to handle genin paperwork. If Hiruzen knew he would raise genin his piles of personal hell, then he would have jumped out of the
window before someone could assign him any. Good god, goddamn preteens are the worst. Team Jiraiya vs. Paperwork [ONESHOT]Even in the next generation, Team Seven still can't do their paperwork. Jiraiya knew he should have discussed it when his senses tried to warn him about paperwork and ended up rather
clapping with clear evil laughter. Team Minato vs. Paperwork [ONESHOT] Minato loves his team. He really does. It is only that Team Seven's legacy to be unable to hand in normal paperwork on time is strong in the new generation and it is terrible. It's just as terrible. And at this rate, he's going to become a sticky one
like his senses. Team Kakashi vs. Paperwork [ONESHOT]There is another Team Seven. After so many long years and failed teams, Kakashi finally passed the fourth Team Seven in Konoha's commonly renowned history to his own, his senses and the Legendary Sannin himself. Oh god, what did he even think? The
final of the Team Seven vs. Paperwork series. This series describes the specific ways in which each generation of Team 7 is entirely unable to hand in their mission reports in time. I am a particular fan of Minato's unnamed teammate, who insists on submitting her reports in the form of interpretation dance. The world



building, though limited, is also hilarious (for example, the Uchiha goes on strike, or a feud between the Academy staff and the desk ninja.) Trials, and failures of a dictator by Limited_Edge [abandoned] to get his do-gooder want evil minion from his side Madara creates Obito down to Kiri. What is the worst that can
happen? (Madara, you are poor, poor foolish...) OR: That one Obito redemption story that doesn't travel time, Rin's ghost, or any real involvement of Konoha.A short fic in which Obito's support for the Moon's Eye Plan is not enough to brush his do-gooder habits, exasperating Madara with his increasingly ridiculous
justifications for how his humanitarian bets are supposedly helpful. Everything comes to a head when Obito is sent to Miss, which he immediately overcomes and administers numerous reforms, all in perfect triplicate. I'm leaving you for the Yondaime! By WaffleDogOfficial [ONESHOT]Minato has its first full view of the
Hokage mountain. Immediately, his jaw fulfilled horror as Kushina burst into the laughter. In which Minato suffers and Kushina is a bully. A brief and fun one-year-old who faces lamps how little resolution there is between Minato's face on the Monument and Minato itself. The fic is mostly Minato depressed about how ugly
his mountain face is while Kushina ruthlessly mocks him. The scene where a visiting dignity does not believe Minato is Hokage is especially good. Akatsuki Employee Handbook by Lady Khali [COMPLETE]A guide to all things Akatsuki, including our internal rules and regulations. Written by Akatsuki members, for
Akatsuki members, and subject to approval by senior management: Pain and Madara. All amendments are final. Dispute at your own risk. A corporate-style textbook for Akatsuki members. Each chapter is written by an Akatsuki member, and revisions of other member/s are distributed throughout. Despite the highly
unusual structure, the author manages brilliant (and hilarious) character interactions through the revisions. With chapters such as Dress Code, Proper Hygiene and Appropriate Self-Expression, you can see how funny the author is able to make it. It may not be taste for you, but I enjoyed it personally. It's frankly very
difficult to describe how Akatsuki Employee Handbook works, so here's an excerpt: The Hyuga Conspiracy by a 4chan user [NOT ACTUALLY a fanfiction, COMPLETE] A Story by Anon. Ohhh... The thing is, it's not actually a fanfiction, per se. Instead, it is a completely nonsense fan theory, postulating that Hiashi
orchestrated the entire plot of Naruto in an attempt to get Naruto and Hinata together, thus recombining the Hyuga and Uzumaki bloodlines. It is. If you haven't read The Hyuga Conspiracy yet, you must. I don't care it's not a fanfiction. If you like funny fanfiction, you'll travel the Hyuga Conspiracy.Time MixUp by Lucillia
[COMPLETE] Four different people from four different timelines to the past for various reasons, and end in the same timeline on which they scare havoc. Follow the adventures of the time traveling Naruto, Kakashi, Jiraiya, and Tenzo.Imma to be honest, it's been a very long time since I read this one. As the summary
says, the premises that characters from different timelines travel back in time, all landing in the same timeline. None of them know that the other is time-travelers, and none of them know that the other is of wildly different timelines. Of course, a lot of confusion and misunderstandings end. Similar in the premises and
genre to it is for a good cause, I swear! (see above), but not quite as good. Still a very fun reading, with a surprisingly creative premise. Romance: A romantic relationship is the central focus of these fics. The girl friend of Whirlpool by SilverShine [abandoned]When Naruto's father met his mother, was his only impression
that a village out there had to be missing out there. Minato/Kushina.MinaKushi. This fic functions as both a MinaKushi romance fic and a coming-of-age story for Minato. It opens when Minato is 8, and is abandoned when they are both young adults. There are significant parts of the fic where Kushina is not present, such
as when he was deployed in the Second Great War for two years. I am a fan of world building (especially since this point on the timeline is so unknown!), and the realistic relationship development between Minato and Kushina. My only complaint is that it would have been abandoned, when it would have been so
satisfying, as absolutely heartbreaking, for the story to continue until their death. He made me laugh by PunkInuzuka [COMPLETE]Temari was a hard, smart woman, but she loved simple reasons. [NaruThema] Naruto x Themari. I began to suspect that I had a bias towards completely bizarre ships. My favorite part of He
Makes Me Laugh is the world building, because the fic really packs the concept that different countries are.. Well.. different countries, addressing the language and cultural barriers that exist realistically between Naruto and Themari. The characterization of the two is also great. I especially liked the writer's interpretation
of Naruto, it felt very faithful to the essent of his character. Neroancer by V-chan2k6 (likethedirection) [COMPLETE]Uchiha Sasuke was sticking to something. In one chance encounter, she brought it back to life. SasuTen. Honestly not sure if it's technically a romance, or just a very romance-esque friendship fic. Either
way, this fic packs the highly unusual pair of SasukexTenten, and somehow makes it work. The characterization is this fic's strength, for both Sasuke and Tenten. I also like how characters actually have to deal with the consequences of their actions. Every deviation from cannon is reasonable and completely credible,
just like the developments in Sasuke and Tenten's relationship. The fic ends as strong as it started, not stumbling at the finish line as many others do. A snake in the grass, a Wolf at the door by blackkat [COMPLETE]Orochimaru is on the verge of breaking when someone unexpectedly pulls him back to solid ground.
When the time arrives, he returns the favor. Sakumo x Orochimaru. I honestly thought that someone would be able to convince that it is possible to write SakumoxOrochimaru as a realistic, serious, well-developed romance, but here we are. Cut/yaoi/gay romance warning, of course, if it's not your thing. I find that
Orochimaru is one of the toughest Naruto characters to deliver in fanfiction, probably due to his cannon status as one of the few who did not believe he was acting for the greater good. The only other fic I've seen doing it well is Legacy Undone. Blackkat's skill as a character writer shines here, as she not only manages to
effectively deliver Orochimaru, she truly convinces me that Sakumo and Orochimaru are a possible couple. Even if you weren't a big fan of romance fics, this fic is a brilliant character study from Orochimaru that I would recommend to anyone. These Bitter Illnesses by katlou303 [ABANDONED]Sakura begged Sasuke to
take her with him when he left Konoha. He said yes. SasuSaku. I really wish this fic wasn't leaving, it just got better. I'm not normally a fan of Part 1 romance, but this Bitter Oncneus was clearly ready to be a long, slow-burned romance with no real romantic things happening far into the future. As it stands, it is 8 chapters
of Sakura decided to make herself better and develop a burving friendship with Sasuke. Don't be put off by the fact that Sakura is pretty pathetic in the beginning, and that her relationship with Sasuke is initially incredibly unhealthy, the whole point of the fic is about her fixing that. Like the sea wonderful by blackkat
[COMPLETE]Tobirama is willing to give absolutely anything to Hashirama and his dream. Tobirama x Madara. Here is another entry of swartkat, queen of the M/M bare. After Tobirama wounds Izuna, Hashirama is convinced that Madara will never accept peace because of what Tobirama's done. Tobirama decides to
surbid himself to the Uchiha as a tit-for-tat to ensure that Hashirama's dream remains possible. After the first few chapters, it is a very lighthearted fic that mostly consists of banter and beautiful little children. Don't worry, there is zero captain/imprisoned romance, both parties wait until Tobirama becomes a diplomatic
guest to start anything. It is a very funny fic that is mostly worn by the funny dialogue and, interestingly, Hashirama's characterization. Nepenthe by Renaerys [ONESHOT]In a world where even the strongest beliefs fall prey to doubt, they find precious time to forget that they win the race to the darkest depths of hell.
Itachi. Konan. Pein.Itachi x Konan. This fic stands out because of the characterization of Konan. The author builds her up as a three-dimensional character while maintaining her distinctive dedication to Pein's goals. The battle scene against Kokuo was also a surprising view of the fic, edgy to the opinion that it is a
romance. SopKitchen08 for the recommendation! Fall in love with me (This Christmas) by jinkanda rebels [ONESHOT]Shisui fell in love because of a huge, ugly Christmas Christmas x Itachi. An unashamedly stupid modern Christmas AU. With: Itachi the giant thirst, dating to a childhood capting zoo, the most hideous
Christmas jerseys known to man and Sasuke the internet-famous Vine er. Don't come here looking for intense drama, wrecked erven or cautious predictions. It's a pick-me-up fic that goofy and prides it. Dogs by bizzylizzy [COMPLETE]There were the Uchiha.There were the dogs: those Uchiha of reliable age and of the
goal under constant examination of ANBU. And then there was Itachi and Shisui.Shisui x Itachi. Dogs are a depressing story of state-sponsored persecution and subsequent mental illness. The premise is that the Uchiha massacre occurred almost immediately after the Kyuubi attack. Older Uchiha is dead, and the babies
have been adopted to promote families. The children young enough to be innocent, but old enough to remember (and hate) were rebuked and labelled Dogs: second-class citizens constantly monitored by ANBU and cruelly punished for any sign of rebellion. Dogs are Shisui centric and she and Itachi's budding romance
against the backdrop of this persecution. It's not a fic that will make you happy, but it's well written and Shisui's character is impressively three-dimensional. Hummingbird Heartbeat by chararii [ONESHOT]Sakura was late on her first day of stays at Konoha Central, the country's best hospital. As if it weren't already bad
enough, her new boss hated her before they were even formally introduced and the surgeon responsible for her... Well. Kato Shizune was cute. All in all, the first day of her assault as surgeon could have really gone better. Shizune x Sakura. A hilarious modern AU where Tsunade is the hospital director, Shizune is the
main surgeon, and Sakura is the hapless intern that can't stop messing up on her first day. This fic is rolled every rom-com cliché in one, and proud of it. Don't read this fic that expects an undermined and complicated piece of characterwork. Read this fic if you want a stupid smile and a good laugh at the end of a long
day. The fic would probably rank several places higher than age gap and power dynamics involved didn't make me feel slightly icky, but otherwise it's a good bit of pure fun. I'm really sorry about this, but I decided to become your fangirl. My fangirl? Yes, and I think it's just fair to warn you in advance. Naruto, no Uchiha
Massacre, Shisui x Naruko (an ideal world fic)Fem! Naruto x Shisui. Well done. I'm honestly as surprised when I'm impressed, but here we are. There's a good reason why the fic's secondary genre is Humor, and I enjoy this fic more for how funny it is than the romance aspect of it. The premise is that young Naruko
believes that she has to fangirl over someone to fit in with the other girls, so that she is false with a loved one on Shisui. Of course, of course, Time, it then slowly evolves into the right thing. A very funny fic that is technically romance rather than humor. Healthy: For the sweet-sweet fix-it fics where everything goes right.
Carrots and wings by ideal [COMPLETE]When Naruto is kidnapped from his orphanage at the age of three, Kakashi is so done with this shit. He gets Naruto back, tells the Hokage where to go (politely, because he is not suicidal), and raises the boy himself. Or, you know, try and are proud when there aren't too many
explosions. Then everyone starts to copy him and it's a whole thing. Kakashi takes Naruto, Gai takes Sasuke and some other traumatised children also get new guardians. With cute children's and everyone recovering from their respective spiritual issues. I know some people have strong feelings about KakaIru, so here's
your righteous warning that it's present. Whiskers by Alabaster Ink [ONESHOT]Mommy didn't have whiskers and Himawari was determined to find out where they went. A beautiful empty period one shot over Naruto bonding with his children over a yacht for Hinata's whiskers. Not much to say about this one, it's just really
cute and makes you smile. Adoption by defenestration; Or, a family can be a fox demon, His Jinchuuriki, and Three Dozen Highly-trained assassins by elumish [ONESHOT]He will not leave the ANBU that leaves the jinchuuriki plummeting from his death from a fourth story window. Let it be another ANBU's legacy. A
healthy and touching shot about the ANBU who chooses to disobey their orders not to communicate with Naruto, and instead, he jointly adopts him without Hiruzen's knowledge. Grandchild-Naruto-collected-in-ANBU fics usually goes down the OP grimdark route, but don't worry, Adopting by Defence rather focuses on
the surprisingly cute idea of a group of hardened killers trying to figure out how hell raises a child. Home is Where your team is by Angelchexmex [SERIES, COMPLETE]Kakashi is not surprised that his little brats found themselves at home in his apartment while he was gone, he was just a little curious about why. It's
worse at night, when there's nothing to distract Sasuke from the gaping hole in his heart and the empty connection he lived in. So, when it was too much, Sasuke konoha would wander to sunrise. This time, however, he has an unwelcome guest in the form of his sensei's dog, Pakkun. Which, of course, leads to his
sense... sacrifice to let him sleep? That wasn't how Sasuke planned the night to go. Fair warning, the second fic in this series really belongs in Tragedy/Melancholy rather than Wholesome, but I can't split a series so here it is. This series is a short and cute series of one-racers across Team 7 all moving together and
helping each other overcome their different issues. The first fic is Kakashi centric, the second is Sasuke-centric.Mystery/Whodunnits:Why is there enough whose own category guarantee? Why would anyone even write a Naruto fanfiction who doesn't? I've Many questions, but regardless of, these fics are good, so you
should read it. Awkward lies the head by Hiiraeth (V_eritas) [COMPLETE]Shikamaru, he started, tried to stay calm. I would like you to get Sakura. Kakashi swallowed thick and swung on his feet. Because I think I'm just poisoned. It's almost two years since the war and Konoha is in peace - Until an untouchable stranger
arrives and almost passes into the assassination of Konoha's Sixth Hokage. With every sign pointing to a dead man as the aggressor, Team 7 must fight to keep their temporary family's nonsatisfied as Konoha's past comes back to haunt them. [Team 7 &amp; Kakashi centric. Finally cannon-breaking.] A political mystery
set during the Empty Period, in which Kakashi and Team 7 find themselves against an unknown enemy who is on the split from Konoha apart from the inside. Like all good mysteries, the fun of this fic is to try and guess what will happen next before it actually happens. Hiiraeth gives the reader all the necessary
information to guess who is not, but it takes a particularly skilled reader to truly solve the mystery yourself. Awkward lies the Head has a successor, Fool's gold, which I have not read. In The Blood by Justplainrii [COMPLETE]Nearly 30 years after the end of the war, Sasuke discovered that a clone was made of his
brother. He doesn't handle it well. Especially when other clones start to surface, and all signs indicate an old enemy responsible. A mystery. Well, Dream of Sunshine is finally dethroned as the longest fic on this list. On 174 chapters and 800 000 words, In The Blood a mammoth was read. [In The Blood has since lost this
dubious honor to ANBU Legacy]. However, unlike Dreaming of Sunshine, every arc feels like it makes a real contribution to the overall narrative, rather than DoS's more episode style. The quality of writing is astounding, which comes as no surprise, because the author also writes real novels. In the Blood features a
carefully planned plot full of twists and foreshadow and a solid throw from EDS. Fair warning: Sasuke's an abusive asshole for the majority of the fic, so if you're a Sasuke fan then In The Blood can't be for you. Thank you to your/teensitting for the recommendation! Bleeding out by HazelBeka [COMPLETE]After Iruka's
confrontation with Kakashi before the chuunin exams, he was targeted by a serial killer who appears to be picking disrespectful chuunin. Iruka survived, but it's just a matter of time before the killer returns to finish the job. Kakashi bullys his name on Tenzou's investigation in an attempt to clear his name and protect Iruka
from the real threat. Bleeding out is the Tenzou-centric detective/buddy-cop fic that no one asked, but that we were anyway. Like most Naruto wheels, an OC heavy cast is needed because of course we already know all the hidden secrets. Bleed Out's CDs mix well with the cannon throw and not detract from the story,
story, my opinion. The mystery is envy, with enough tips that everyone can figure out some of it, but only especially attentive readers can find it all before public. Naruto and Iruka's relationship is also very cute. The only thing that really detracts from the fic is the author's liberal use of main cannons, namely Kakashi and
Iruka to close friends at the time of the Chunin Exams and Iruka a sealing specialist. Sai Hiden (Sai's story) by ProfessorPalmarosa [abandoned]Shortly after Sai and Ino's first date, a woman's corpse is discovered. Once again, bodies were found, a rumor spread across Konoha that it could be the work of a serial killer.
As Sowing continues the investigation into Kakashi's insistence, a pattern emerges. Every last victim is a former Foundation Member, and the truth is far worse than he or anyone else could ever imagine. Honestly, I would not recommend reading this fic simply because it leaves. I'm usually good at reading abandoned
fics, but an abandoned whose onen has no closure whatsoever. I put it on the list, regardless of, because what was written is really good. Located in the Empty Period, these fic tapes in a lot of post-canon novels and explore the lives of ex-foundation members. There is also a healthy dose of well written romance.
Crossovers: Fics that expressly include characters or settings of other fictional media. Crossovers can be roughly divided into fics that are about Naruto characters in other stories' settings, and those who have learned about other stories' characters in the Narutovers.The Nature of Things by WallPetal [CONTINUE]With a
not so pleasant education, Kakashi Hatake has learned to roll with the blows that trade life. The question stands. Can he learn that 20+ children try to push him into an early grave? All the while ready the Pro heroes of tomorrow, the past lurks in the dark. There is no escape from the deeds already done, of the animals
that have been dogged for their pounds of flesh. It finally happened! I found a crossover that I thought was great! Honestly, the only reason why The nature of things is on the gold standard list, while other popular crossovers such as Marvel's Maelstrom are on silver because the nature of things includes my favorite
Naruto characters and the MHA ' verse, which I personally prefer. This is not a division of quality. I feel kind of bad nomination The nature of things the gold standard of crossovers when I'm sure better contenders for the title are out there... so I'm definitely open to other recs! That said, this list is here to celebrate what
fics do right, so here goes: modern ANBU with body weapons and guns fits the rule of cool to a T, and I love it. The characters are all well written, and toddler Naruto is cute. Although simple, the plot is solid and endearing, and takes time to properly settle in itself before Naruto and MHA characters It's a very round of
enjoyable story that handles both its source material well, and I'm looking forward to it. the next update. The other list: These are fics that are very popular among the fanfiction community, but it's not up to my personal taste. Most of these fics are equal in quality to their golden standard counterparts and I advise you to
any that captures your interest. They're here because people love them, after all. Please don't ask me to read it. I already have. Life in Konoha's ANBU by Shezza [abandoned]ANBU! Naruto. At a young age, Naruto is led to the path of a captain. Leader of Team Sigma, the Hockey's Personal Guard, will lead Naruto his
team and defend his town to the best of his ability. Threats besiege the land of fire on all sides, and only Naruto stands before them... The Waves originated by Wertifloke [COMPLETE]A young Naruto found refuge in the town library, and grew up smart, but by blood he is Ninja, and what place is there for curiosity and
calculation in this brutal world of war states? A world full of monsters by Fahad09 [abandoned]When I was first reincarnated, I did the very first thing any self-respecting man would do in my place. See if I still had my balls. I did. The next thing I did was try to get my hands on some strength. True Power. I chose the
Rinnegan. And if I had to kill a few people along the way to get it, well, there was a war going on. No one will see an extra body or two arrive. Not sick by Ser Serendipity [COMPLETE]In one world, after defeating his brother, Itachi Uchiha died, victim of a mysterious illness, and the future of the ninja world is set for the
worse. In another, Itachi was not sick. Out of this small difference, many changes will spring, and many plans will be reversed. The path of the last of the Uchihah, and the world itself, will be changed forever. Hell's Radiance by Angel of the Wicked [abandoned] AU Lot can be a perverted thing, some exist only in hate.
Sakura was one of those, a container of the most dreaded demon in history, hated by her village. Lost in darkness, she tried to find a reason for life. Naruto: Shinobi Institute of Performance Analysis by MaxFic [ABANDONED]Not every idea Orochimaru ever had was bad. When one of its motballed programs is refreshed
by the Third how will the world change for Team 7 when they are brutally given honest evaluations of their skills, personalities and potential. With this knowledge laid naked in front of them and their Sensei what do they do and how to grow them. Straight/NIE-YAOIPain, Hunger, and Betrayal by Tyrannitor
[abandoned]The Shinigami was satisfied with the bloodbath called the Fourth Shinobi World War II. He reaped the souls of more than 80,000 ninjas and many civilians... Why then does he send one of them back in time? (Time travel done correctly; read the first chapter to be convinced. Full summary inside. Features
Naruto. Will EPIC be in length. NO HAREM.) Err... why do you smell like fish? Marvel's Maelstrom by Pibbinator [abandoned]During the climactic battle Kaguya, Naruto is transported to the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Realize that no one comes for him, Naruto puts himself on an odyssey filled with crazy gods, powerful
tyrants and some stones to find his way back home. Introvert by Shadenight123 [COMPLETE]Is ignored and look at hate can lead to someone being a exuberant and hard orange wearing shinobi, but it can also drive him to become a quiet and invisible introvert. Of the two, Naruto takes the logical choice for a future in
the Ninja World. Team Sai-Naruto-Sakura. No matings. Ensure the future of bloodshed and grittiness. Stamps are easy, People are hard by wearthefoxx2 [continued] Naruto's response to its isolation is different from cannon. How will Konoha handle a Seal Master Jinchuuriki with muted influence and a perverse streak a
mile wide? A justifyable excuse by rayemars [ONESHOT]Uchiha Itachi, there is no sin in killing your clan when they only imposters. The Disintegration Mechanism by romanescue [ONESHOT]You will give him a kunoichi-style performance. Unilateral Uchihacest, non-explicit. Dark. Twisty.Safhire Eyes by Aceber
[ONESHOT]The Yondaime did not calculate wrongly. Nor was he so golden. An angels outside lurk many more sinister motives. Long live the Hokage.Hoshigake by the author 168 [CONTINUE]When Sakura was three, her father told her he was a criminal. When she was seven, the last thing she saw of him was the
sword on his back. When she was eight, she had a friend named Kiba. When they were twelve, they met Shino. And when they were genin, they began fighting for the truth because they could no longer fight for the sake of Konoha.Shadows of Konoha by Amora Journeys [COMPLETE]Naruto Uzumaki is one of the
strongest ninja in the world today. But everyone has their boundaries. Can he survive ANBU or will it defeat him first? Walking on the moon by SixPerfections [Continuing] A girl reborn in the world of ninja wants to escape the cycle of violence. Power is the only thing that brings freedom into the ninja world and she will
have freedom... at any cost. But breaking the tapes that its shape won't be as simple as she thinks. AU SI. From Harrowed Hearts by Sable_Scribe [Continued]Sometimes the hardest struggle isn't enough to change a heart, sometimes all the war and blood in the world aren't enough to shift a single destination.
Sometimes a simple touch is enough to tear down the strongest of obstacles, sometimes a single word enough to make the world tremble. Sometimes the most achieving changes come in the form of a little boy sad enough, strong enough, and good enough to make friends with a monster. Sometimes one change makes
waves. Naruto has been hearing as long as he can remember. He's seven when he tries to talk to it for the first time. He's death last, the failure on everything, so he doesn't actually expect to succeed. And when he knee deep in murky water and face to face with a demon, demon, have no idea what to expect. As it turns
out, the world can use something unexpected. In which Naruto discovers the true meaning of the word monster, Sasuke discovers power and strength and teaches the difference between them, and Sakura discovers that herself is not as selfish as she thought. Where Kakashi learns to fight again for what he loves, and
Obito never stopped. [Yes, the summary is actually so long.] An invincible summer by ShanaStoryteller [COMPLETE]When Naruto is five, he was warned by a drunk civilian and suspected dead. Six months later a girl with as pale hair and dark blue eyes goes the Academy.Scorpions Disciple by no one 102
[abandoned]AU. Orochimaru's resignation of Akatsuki is more intense than in cannon, leading to a meeting between young Naruto and Sasori... Slow build-up. Last chapter is a summary, technically not completed. The Empty Enclosurment by Rathanel [ABANDONED]AU. Desperate and rushed, Minato Namikaze was
forced to rely on God's death seal, a seal he did not fully understand, and his son paid the price with his life. So who is the blonde hair kid walking around Konoha? M for language and violence. The Spirit and darkness by Kirsdarkenvar [abandoned]Sasuke and Naruto become friends at a young age, but will Naruto's
paranoia and spiritual instability pull Sasuke down in madness, or will Sasuke's own demons bring them both in the dark? Not yaoiPeople Lie by Nugar [abandoned]Lies has power. They can turn a simple believer into a two-faced scheme and a dusk follower in a fanatic devotion. They can turn a child angry at the world
into a man consumed by more than revenge. But that power is also a lie. A drop of poison by Angel of Snapdragons [CONTINUING]WIP An unconscious Iruka forces Naruto to return to academia for another year. It also points to the beginning of a prank whose far-reaching consequences Konoha will shake to his
foundations. Patriot's Dawn by Dr. Patriot's Dawn by Dr. Patriot's Daw Snakes MD [COMPLETE]Uzumaki Naruto was born as a shinobi. He was supposed to be a murderer; a protector of unprecedented skill. She slept and the demon in his intestines secured it. In cannon, his growth was beamed. Here he had a reason
to be strong. He has to survive. AU. Hurricane Suite by Dr. Hurricanes Snakes MD [Continuing]Uzumaki Naruto grew up with loving goals, intestines and determination. Instincts of a born fighter made him grow; drove his house. As the battle lines begin to fade, he must find a way to reconcile everything he ever knew
with the man he hopes to become. Great AU. How to obtain a reverse harem in Naruto by Darkpetal16 [Continued] a rewriting of Sakura. In which a blunt, and eccentric OC is placed in the body of Sakura Haruno at the beginning of the series. Nothing could possibly go wrong. Fumes by ElectraSev5n [COMPLETE]This
ninja business? It's not for the fainting of heart. Fortunately, Aiko is far from fainting, even if she stuck with a ridiculous girlname. SI, OC, what you want to call it. Rating is for Your Breath by Lang Noi [Continued]Inspired by Silver Queen's Dream of Sunshine. Ripples turned into waves and crash on the shores of what is
and what could be, and I was just someone else who was pulled under. I didn't realize that even a drowning person makes waves of their own. A SI OC story. SHINOBI: The RPG - Act 1 by Fulcon [COMPLETE] A min-maxing Self-Insert ruins itself at character creation. The Lives Worth saving through cwsaphyre
[ABANDONED]Naruto, at 26, lived through 10 years of war. At the end, with nothing left to call home, he sends himself back to the beginning, after the day of his younger self's graduation, in an attempt to change it all. Time travels AU. I'm not going through puberty again! By EvilFuzzy9 [COMPLETE]Our heroes did not
come from a future where everything went terribly wrong. They didn't travel back in time to save the world from a gloomy or miserable destiny. As a matter of fact, all they want to do is find a way back home as soon as possible. [raven, epilogue-compliant time travel fic] [Now have a TV Tropes page!] Now, for the second
act by WDW [abandoned] After his death at Pein's hands, Kakashi finally makes his peace with his father. But when he opens his eyes, he is thirteen again, armed with all the knowledge he has of the future and the skill set of a thirty-year-old former ANBU commander. He's ready to save his precious people. Besides,
he's not the only one to make it back. [Team Minato time travel] Blind stars of Fortune by 100demons [COMPLETE]Thirty-year-old Kakashi were supposed to be murdered by Pein during the Invasion. Instead, he wakes up in the body of his twenty-year-old himself. (It becomes a lot more complicated.) Time travel. Over
do by Kyogre [COMPLETE]Naruto and Kurama accidentally ended up in the past, on the day of Naruto's birth, and is forced to live their lives again. They make the best of it, to everyone's utter confusion. (Alive Minato and Kushina, humor.) Sasuke's No Good Very Bad Teammates by GwendolynStacy [Continued] Naruto
and Sakura went garment. Or: Just after going to Team 7 Naruto and Sakura through a massive shift in personality, Sasuke leaves out of the loop and wonders what could have happened to them in the name of common sense. His only confusion is that Kakashi is just as weird as he is.reversed by blackkat
[COMPLETE]To make a tragedy, you break something beautiful and frame the pieces. To make a victory, you break something mighty and rebuild it piece by piece. To make a living, you glue the pieces together and hope for the best. Kurama still gets the hang of this 'human' thing, but given that he is 30 years back in
time to prevent catastrophes and save a blonde brat, he will have to work things out on the fly. Fortunately, living with Naruto's is good for its ability to improvise, as nothing else.apostasy by blackkat [COMPLETE] friends are gone, his lover is dying, Konohah was destroyed, and Madara's second return took all of on the
edge. Hunted and hatched, Naruto is returned in time to effect Madara's plan before it even begins, and set to change everything. Butterfly effect nothing: the world is at stake, and Naruto is hardly about to drop it to destroy again. Not while he was still breathing. Black Cloaks, Red Clouds by Archontruth [abandoned]In a
world where Orochimaru hokage and the hidden villages are governed by tyrants, Tenten finds the lines between ally and enemy fades when a desperate strategy lands her in the company of enigmatic strangers wearing black clothes with red clouds with red clouds DeiTen and NejiTen. Contains adult themes. Traveling
off a hill by Deferonz [CONTINuing]It was honest kind of funny that all it took for the path of the ninja world to drastically change was Naruto Uzumaki falling off a hill. The boy at the dock helped him, and their destined friendship started a few years early. Naruto /Sasuke Friendship ; Team 7 FriendshipBloodstained Hands
in a World of White by doglesser [Continued] Kakashi has never quite understood the Kamui Sharingan. It was supposed to kill him in his battle against Pein, and yet he somehow woke up - within his thirteen-year-old body and without Obito's Sharingan, no less. Stranded in a new but old second life, Hatake Kakashi
determines that he will fix what he broke, so many years ago, though while he fears that a broken man will only do what he knows best, and continues to break everything he touches. (Or: Team Minato worried about their lonely team member, especially when he starts performing nicely to Obito and look at Rin and
Minato like their ghosts. Kakashi tries to exclude them and pull them closer at the same time, and he swears he'll keep his promise this time.) Abolish Private Property by iaso and sage_thrasher [Continued]It all starts to get the day Akari gets into a debate with Minato Namikaze on a battlefield during the Third Ninja War.
[Or, that one angry communist SI/OC in Kumo that no one asked for (or deserves, honest).] The Story of Naruto Uzumaki by Temeritous [COMPLETE] [The king is dead; long live the king.] A month before the Chuunin exams are set to begin, the Hokage dies of stroke. Danzo acts as interim Hokage until council can vote
in the Fifth, and then Kakashi should start thinking about more drastic measures. Because what he knows, and what everyone else seems to have forgotten is that natural causes have nothing to do with shinobi. All things strive [COMPLETE] Scenes of the years when Team Seven was underway, including the start of
Naruto's unfortunate habit of being swallowed up by large animals, the growth of teamwork, training methods, and how they came together and made it all work. The Watertruce [COMPLETE][I have returned with peace for our time] Fresh inaugurated Fifth Hockage Uzumaki has several issues to deal with, including the of
a new council, examining the actions of his town's greatest betrayant, reopening the walls of Konoha to the Examinations, negotiations with the other nations and help Sasuke to trace his murderous brother. The dark god doesn't want you to be happy. He wants you to be strong. Flip the Coin by Inrainbowz [SERIES; A
role Reversal AU where Naruto is the bitterly fierce runaway one and Sasuke and Sakura chase him around and they probably change the world. If you think about it, we can now stand in each other's place. Naruto grew up locked, hated, without support and full of anger. Sasuke grew up determined to step out of his
brother's shadow and be recognized for his own merit. In which Naruto is the one who runs and Sasuke does the chase. Part 1 (pre-Shippuden) is now COMPLETE.Comrade in Irons by Rahuratna [abandoned After a mission goes terribly wrong, Naruto and Kakashi must fight their way back to Konoha in the face of false
accusation. Faced with a series of staggering killings, Shikamaru must unravel a scheme that could destroy his friends, as well as Konoha himself The Mouse of Konoha by obsidian dreamer [COMPLETE] Never underestimate the power of good counsel. A few wise words in a few young ears lead a young ninja to a
decision; the leaf shall recognize him, but not as the fox... Now separate from Win Some, some lose! Haunted by Onmysignalunleashwords [COMPLETE] Her face. I remember her face. A boy trained to kill is revealed. Grey, different Naruto heavily stealth based and root trained, but not in traditional sense. How will he
handle it most dangerously of enemies: emotion? Haruko Maito was a ballerina in her last life and found herself as a ninja in her new one. No, she doesn't understand the connection, nor does she understand the connection. Nor does she understand why his life - if she even lives in the first place - but his figures that she
can be as good for as long as she stuck on this disastrous ride. Hear the Silence by EmptySurface [Continued] When did you start remembering? He asked next and relaxed further in his seat, which Kyo found calm. Kyo wakes up in a strange place, not sure what year it is or what's going on or if anything she remembers
is actually reliable. So she does just what she always did; live her life. It soon becomes enough more about survival than anything else. In which another lease on life is a little more complicated than Kyo initially expected.sabotage by movable winds [ONESHOT], Itachi, his mentor and commander says grim, his single
visible eye angry, the line of his jaw tense under the black of his mask. You forget that I was the Yondaime student. I may not be as politically influential as those old codgers sit on the board, but there's a lot I can do to try to stop this show. The terrible, cold feeling in the pit of his stomach didn't disappear. However,
staring at the firm, inflicable expression on his captain's face, he felt the flikkering flikkering In another universe, Itachi breaks down and finally the beans to Hatake Kakashi. History has its eyes on you by tattoon [COMPLETED]This five-part series is a Kakashi-centric time travel fix-it. It starts pretty dark, but the true heart
of the story is one of healing, and there are happy endings on the horizon. Specific warnings are included in each chapter. Each story has its own arc and has been completed in itself, but I recommend starting from the first story and by reading chronologically; the series is meant to be taken as a whole. Hope you
enjoy!you have no control [COMPLETE]Sasuke killing Itachi, but this time he joins forces with the remaining Uchiha to seek revenge on Konoha. It is a disaster for the town. The survivors are scattered, desperate and fall one by one. They need a miracle.who lives, who dies, telling your story [COMPLETE]Everything was
a mess, but Kakashi, Neji and Gaara had a chance to fix things. These three are some of the smartest and most capable ninja in the world, surely there is nothing they can't do, especially with their fore knowledge. Of course, they are also some of the most messed up. I know that we can win [COMPLETE]He screws up
to Hokage and he screws Naruto's miracle second chance, and now he's alone, still expected to save the world, and Kakashi really doesn't understand how anyone might think it would end well. He certainly doesn't. I know that greatness lies in you [COMPLETE]Four years later, Kakashi thinks he can be ready to try a
regular genin again. The problem is, he's not quite sure what it means.but remember from here in [COMPLETE] Ten years later, it's time to repay an old debt. The Ghost Ship by Renaerys [ONESHOT] an ancient curse. A crew of the Damned. A stranger with secrets that will change the fate of three people whose fate
has long ago been decided. [HashiMitoMada. PotC AU] (Thanks to you / DontDoThingThingy for the rec!) Echoed by Renaerys [ONESHOT]Ino Yamanaka is a bright and promising associated surfing the foamwaters of Great Law. When her firm gets halled up with a case defending a serial killer with a secret, the truth
becomes the last thing she wants to hear. This voice is alive. HidaIno. [Modern AU. Ghost Series: Book Two.] (Thanks to u/DontDoThatThingy for the rec!) Your move, founder (pull your weapon and keep your tongue) through Laysan_albatross [COMPLETE]We are still under war policy, the recruiter told her parents. He
had an envelope in his hand. He sounded sorry. She has two parents who are successful ninjas. We will be missing to review her potential alone. The Third Shinobi War never ended. Konoha needs more soldiers, grabbing anyone who can fight, especially those who can't say no. Problematic soldier by
Maelstrom_Prince [abandoned]Under the pressure of the Nine Tails attack on the leaf, Minato was forced to seal an unfinished seal on his to be used. A A Months later, Sarutobi suddenly demanded Jiraiya return to town in hatred when the seal shows signs of breaking. Young Naruto falls into the hands of Danzou, and
the council demands him to train the boy in something of use. A soldier. They never mentioned he still had to be human. Catharsis by pastanoodle [abandoned]Sakura is not the kind of person to survive past Genin. She wears pink, fights over boys, and can't throw a Kunai to save her life. Therefore, none expects her to
live very long. Being Sakura, graduate from academia is like a reality check. Being a shinobi is nothing close to how civilian romance makes it look like. Sakura has always been terrible to stop when she needs to. So she changes pink to gray, forces herself to ignore Sasuke, and learns how to smash bones with a single
punch. Screw survives. Sakura knows she's going to die, but she'll fight. The world ended yesterday by Anjelle [Continued]The Story of Menma [Continued] Naruto is a missing-nine, Iruka is dead and nothing is okay. The only one on his side is the 40ft long demon fox sealed in him, but for everything that Kurama's
grumpy, he's pretty good company. The ANBU is after him, nor Konoha does not plan to let his jinchuuriki go. It's fine. He can take them. Well, maybe 'running away from' is more accurate. And the ANBU has wooden release. And the part. It's good, too. He will manage. Naruto is his mother's son, his father's legacy and
Konoha's mistake. But it was never enough to stop him before. He will forgive his own path. He'll make his own mistakes. No one will tell him what to do — not the Fourth Hockey, not the old man, the ANBU or the village. Naruto will carve out his place in the world. And if he loses something along the way, maybe it's
okay. Results Karma [ABANDONED?] Kakashi was forty-two and the world ended in a sea of smoke and ash. Kakashi was forty-two and there was a man standing in the slaughter, untouched and unscathed when the village burned around him. Kakashi is nineteen and the world ends tomorrow, and he will do everything
he can to fix it. Even if it means making friends of his enemies. Even if it means wiping everything out. Even if it means staring at the face of everything he hates and smiles. Kakashi is nineteen and Naruto is five and there is still time. Instead of counting his losses, he'll make the most of it. Selected from the Bijuu
[SERIES, COMPLETE] (thanks to you/ideasforall7 for the rec!) Family is one step at a time [COMPLETE], Madara hunted and hoisted on the Kyuubi no Kitsune to his will and swings him against Hashirama. Two hundred years later, Naruto square off against a man who tried to return to the Juubi claim. He wins in the
sense that the man dies. He leaves in that he himself is cast back in time, and without Kurama.In this timeline, two now seek the Bijuu, one young, powerful and driven hatred; others outside ancient, inherent kind, and only to save his eldest friend in the little time he left, even though friend said friend no longer remembers
him. A one-shot that became something more. Series completed. Family, like Iron, can [COMPLETE] Namikaze Naruto have lived a long and full life, much longer than any before him, but even he finally had to leave for the Pure Countries if his body fails of extreme age. As the new Chosen Kyuubi, Uzumaki Naruto is left
to help Kurama through his grief, though he is nowhere near alone in this mission due to their families. Elsewhere, threats long since cherished by the older Naruto began to crawl out the holes they fled in, an opportunity now feels that the biggest defender of the Bijuu has passed... A promise J_animelover6 [continue]Old
man, do you - Naruto looked down, nervous. Do you know who my parents are? He asked in a small voice, bit his lip and shuffled on his feet. Hiruzen's heart bruised as he stared at the face of the mini version of his successor, he can't do it right now, he can't explain everything right now. He has places to be and things
to do. It will be so much easier to lie. To close his eyes, block his ears and lies. It's not as if it'll be anything new - Orochimaru, Tsunade, Jiraiya, his sons. Just another lie to add to hope, avoid another situation. So easy Sarutobi Hiruzen has a lot of regret and he refuses to let Naruto be one of them. Tip these gold scales
by Cube_ (CubeWatermelon) [Continued]Sakura has always been different. It was evident as day when she found out that eating the coals fresh from the fireplace was not a universal experience. She just wished her parents could have told her a little earlier than, her genin graduation ceremony. Second Bite at the
Cherry by Sakinthra [Continued] There has been a storm brewing in Sakura since Sasuke left to seek orochimaru, and the growing realization that she might not be half the shinobi her teammates. She has always been the one who held back and made the boys finish the job, but it is clear she can no longer be the weak
one. It's time to take her destiny in her own hands. It started with the break-in of a library. But after a slew of what is likely to be called bad decisions, Sakura puts together an unlikely team of shinobi and decides to take on various impossible goals: defeating Akatsuki, keeping her loved ones safe, and, the most impossible
goal of all: the association of the shinobi world. Sakura is no longer going to be the weak one of Team Seven. (A Pre-Shippuden divergence AU. Update weekly.) Coffee's to-read List: Feel free to make recommendations! You can contact me by pinging or DMing u/coffee mugger on Reddit.Bird's Eye View Chapter 1, a
naruto fanficWhat I'm looking for in a fic:Write: Correct grammar and spelling is a must. Is it generally well written? I feel stressed out if I'm meant and sad when I mean to? Is the story reading? Can I connect with the characters and their feelings?. I am Anglicised language (May Guy instead of Maito Gai, for example),
but the use of japanese versions is not a dealbreaker provided that the author is consistent. I prefer that suffixes become absent or anglicised where appropriate (Naruto and Princess Tsunade rather than Naruto-kun and Tsunade-him), but I won't penalise a fic if they are present. If suffixes are used, their lower case
should remain, Sasuke-Kun and Sakura-Chan just look wrong. I prefer English jutsu names, even though I'm good with the celebrity who remain Japanese. Bunshin instead of clone is good. Doryuheki instead of Mud wall is not. For the love of all things holy please do not write Doton: Mirukahuto no Jutsu (Earth Style:
Whatever Technique)! If you need to use Japanese jutsu names, at least don't break immersion by throwing into constant translations. Fight scenes:Can I easily tell what happens? It's actually very hard to achieve – too much or not enough detail will both confuse the browser. Are they actually fun to read? In very well
considered fics, I find myself just hitting at the end of the battle scenes to see what the outcome. Are they creative? Do characters come with interesting strategies using the abilities/skills they already have? Naruto vs Shikamaru in One Eye, Full of Wisdom, Sakura vs Mizuki in Team Seven: Shinobi at War and Naruto vs.
Pain in The Waves Arisen is the gold standard for Naruto fanfiction fighting scenes. Rehashing from early arcs: Most genfics and SI-OC fics start somewhere near episode 1 of the original, meaning they should rehash the Gulf and (sometimes) Chunin Exams arch. Read the same abcs, with slight variations, over and over
again getting very fast again. Does the author succeed in taking the bow in a unique but realistic direction? Does the changes to cannon make sense in the context of the fic? Special mention to kill a Bull, which deducts it excellently. The authors' handling of Orochimaru in the Forest of Death is unique (I've never seen
anyone take the plot in that particular direction before), realistic, and extremely well written. Characterization: Does the characters actually match their cannon personalities? Even within the context of an AU, I expect reasons to be given if a character's personality is changed. Are the characters multidimensional? Do they
feel like real people, or cardboard cutouts? Develop and change the characters throughout the story? Is their development realistic? Ox is very difficult to pull off well. If the story attempts to have IDs as main characters, are they Mary Sues or Gary Stus? Do they feel like a boring character archetype? Do they fit in to the
world around them? Special calls chiaroscuro for character development, Rise of the Uchiha and Ricochet for the corresponding characters' personalities to their cannons perfectly (despite livestock changes to cannon), and What doesn't kill you for good OCs.Worldbuilding: is a sucker for fics that feature political games.
Bonus points to any fic that gives me a Leaf, torque between Hiruzen and Danzo and so forth. Do I know about the relationships between the five Great Nations? Between the Daimyo and the Kage? Between the civilians and shinobi? Yet I just expect this kind of world building in fics that need it. It would be unrealy
reasonable for me to expect a fic that has nothing to do with politics at all (such as The Way of the Apartment Manager) to go in detail about this kind of thing. Sweep AUs that change cannon to a massive extent has cut out their work for them in terms of world building. If they drop it off, I'm always impressed. Bonus
points to Life in Konoha's ANBU and Shinobi: Team Seven for International World Building, and to get up from the Uchiha and Great Clan Days for massive AUs.Darkness:There are many fics trying to use darkness and character death as a crutch for actual emotional writing. Any fic that attempts to be dark must do it
properly. There are some fics that list the Gold Standard despite suffering the above problem, such as Naruto: Myoushuu no Fuuin. They put it on this list despite, and not because of, their handling of darkness. Shout out to Team 7's ascension: Blood wings because they're dark, but not using darkness as a crutch.
Negative cry to The Waves Arisen for using darkness as a crutch more obvious than Kakashhi's in the Gulf arc. Obviously, a fic doesn't have to be dark to be good. There are many fics, such as pretty much all humor fics, and lighter genfics, which are excellent without any darkness at all. All.
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